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Abstract
The magnetosphere of pulsars is thought to consist of an electron-positron
plasma rotating in the pulsar magnetic field (Beskin, Gurevich & Istomin
1983; Lominadze, Melikidze & Pataraya 1984; Gurevich & Istomin 1985). A
finite, and indeed large, longitudinal electric field exists outside the star, and
may accelerate particles, stripped from the surface, to high energies (Gol-
dreich & Julian 1969; Beskin 1993). These particles may leave the magneto-
sphere via open magnetic field lines at the poles of the pulsar. This depletion
of particles causes a vacuum gap to arise, a double layer of substantial po-
tential difference. The primary particles, extracted from the star's surface,
are accelerated in the double layer, along the pulsar magnetic field lines,
and so produce curvature radiation. The curvature photons, having trav-
elled the distance of the double layer may produce electron-positron pairs
above the vacuum gap. These first-generation secondary particles, although
no longer accelerating, may synchroradiate, generating photons which may
then produce further electron-positron pairs. These synchrophoton produced
pairs will be at energies lower than curvature photon produced pairs, since
synchrophoton energies are approximately an order of magnitude less than
that of the parent curvature photon.
An attempt to model the electron-positron pulsar magnetosphere is made.
A four component fluid electron-positron plasma is considered, consisting of a
hot electron and positron species, at temperature Th , and a cool electron and
positron species at temperature Tc . The hot components represent the parent
first-generation curvature-born pairs, and the cooler components represent
the second-generation pairs, born of synchrophotons. The hot components
are assumed to be highly mobile, and are thus described by a Boltzmann
density distribution. The cool components are more sluggish and are thus
described as adiabatic fluids. The model is symmetric in accordance with
pair production mechanisms, so that both species of hot(cool) electrons and
positrons have the same temperature Th(TJ, and number density Nh(Nc ) .
In the interests of completeness, linear electrostatic waves in five differ-
ent types of electron-positron plasmas are considered. The dispersion rela-
tions for electrostatic waves arising in these unmagnetized plasmas are de-
rived. Single species electron-positron plasmas are investigated, considering
the constituents to be: both Boltzmann distributed; both adiabatic fluids;
and finally, one species of each type. Linear electrostatic acoustic waves in
multi-component electron-positron plasmas are then considered, under the
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four component model and a three component model (Srinivas, Popel &
Shukla 1996) .
Small amplitude nonlinear electron-positron acoustic waves are investi-
gated, under the four component electron-positron plasma model. Reductive
perturbation techniques (Washimi & Taniuti 1966) and a derivation of the
Korteweg-de Vries equation result in a zero nonlinear coefficient, and a purely
dispersive governing wave equation. Higher order nonlinearity is included,
leading to a modified Korteweg-de Vries equation (Watanabe 1984; Verheest
1988), which yields stationary soliton solutions with a sech dependence rather
than the more familiar sech".
Arbitrary amplitude solitons are then considered via both numerical and
analytical (Chatterjee & Roychoudhury 1995) analysis of the Sagdeev po-
tential. The symmetric nature of the model leads to the existence of purely
symmetrical compressive and rarefactive soliton solutions. Small and arbi-
trary amplitude soliton solutions are compared, and show good correlation.
Under the assumption of Boltzmann distributed hot particles, severe re-
strictions are imposed on the existence domains of arbitrary amplitude soliton
solutions. The Boltzmann assumption places a stringent upper limit on the
cool species number density, in order for the solutions to be physical.
An investigation is made of results obtained for an asymmetric electron-
positron plasma (Pillay & Bharuthram 1992) , consisting of cold electrons
and positrons, and hot Boltzmann electrons and positrons at different tem-
peratures Teh and Tph , and number density N eh and Nph . It is found that
the assumption of Boltzmann particles again places restrictions on the acous-
tic soliton existence space, and that the results obtained may be physically
invalid. Valid solutions are obtained numerically, within the boundaries of
allowed cool species density values.
v
The Pulsar Powered Crab
Credit: J. Hester and P. Scowen (ASU), NASA
http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap960531.html
In the image above, the pulsar is the left most of the two bright central stars .
Chapter 1
Introduction
The discovery of pulsars and the belief that pulsar magnetospheres consist
of electron-positron plasma in a strong magnetic field (Beskin, Gurevich &
Istomin 1983; Lominadze, Melikidze & Pataraya 1984; Gurevich & Istomin
1985) , has lead to the investigation of the nature of electron-positron plasmas
and collective processes that they exhibit . Pair plasmas are also thought to
have been in predominance in the structure of the early universe. In response
to the popularity of pair plasmas in plasma theory, electron-positron plasmas
have been generated under laboratory conditions. We thus investigate the
electrodynamics of the pulsar magnetosphere and the mechanisms of electron-
positron pair generation. A review of the collective processes of pair plasmas
follows with particular attention paid to electrostatic longitudinal waves. We
are interested specifically in acoustic solitons, prompted by recent studies of
nonlinear acoustic modes (Baboolal, Bharuthram & Hellberg 1988; 1989;
1990; Verheest 1988; Mace, Baboolal, Bharuthram & Hellberg 1991; Rice ,
Hellberg, Baboolal, Mace & Gray 1993; Verheest , Hellberg, Gray & Mace
1996) .
1.1 Pulsars
The discovery of sources of pulsed cosmic radio emission by Hewish and
his collaborators in 1967 (Hewish, Bell , Pilkington, Scott & Collins 1968) ,
presented astrophysics with a new object to study: the pulsar. The pulsar
was identified as a rotating neutron star (Gold 1968), the product of intense
gravitational contraction of a collapsing star which has exhausted its stores
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of nuclear fuel. The gravitational forces are brought to equilibrium by the
pressure of strongly compressed nuclear matter. Neutron stars are thus ultra-
dense structures; their mass is of order of the solar mass, M 0 = 2 X 1030 kg
but their radius is only about 10-15 km (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983).
The macroscopic density of the pulsar reaches nuclear values of 1017 -
1018 kg.m-3 (Beskin 1993) with surface magnetic fields of the order 108 T.
Such a large value for the magnetic field is associated with magnetic flux
conservation during gravitational collapse. Considering the contraction of
a normal star with a surface magnetic field of approximately 10-2 T, since
the magnetic field lines are frozen in the star, the field strength will increase
under contraction as p~ (Beskin 1993), where p is the mean matter density.
So for typical densities of the order 1017 kg .m" the magnetic field can attain
a value of about 108 T (Beskin 1993).
1.1.1 Pulsar magnetospheres
It was initially believed (Hoyle , Narlikar & Wheeler 1964; Pacini 1968) that
the plasma density surrounding a rotating magnetic neutron star must be
very low, considering the extremely large gravitational binding energies of
electrons and protons at the surface of the star. This lead Pacini to assume
a quasi-vacuum magnetosphere in his model of pulsar radiation. However , it
is now widely accepted that a pulsar has a plasma magnetosphere (Goldreich
& Julian 1969; Sturrock 1971).
We will describe the generation of plasma in the pulsar magnetosphere
following Goldreich & Julian (1969). Consider a neutron star which, if nonro-
tating, would have a dipolar magnetic field, continuous at the stellar surface.
Assume this star is rotating about an arbitrary rotational axis with an an-
gular velocity n.
The conductivity of the neutron star material is extremely high and may
be regarded as infinite. Thus, within the star, Ohm's law may be stated as
- 1[- _]E in t + ~ (n xfj xB = 0, (1.1)
where jj is the magnetic field , E:t the electric field in the interior of the
star, and (0 x fj is the corotation velocity. Thus, because of rotation, there
arises an electric field E:t caused by charge redistribution inside the pulsar,




where R is the distance from the centre of the star to the surface. E(R) is
found to be of the order 1010 - 1012 Vicm"! (Beskin 1993).
The charge redistribution inside the neutron star generates an electric
field not only inside the star. The vacuum electric field just outside the
star, has a finite component parallel to the magnetic field. This parallel
component Ell appears to be of the same order of magnitude as the internal
E field (MesteI1971). Thus, the dipole magnetic field results in a quadrupole
electric field outside the star.
The electric force on a particle at the star's surface would thus exceed
the gravitational force by many orders of magnitude, causing acceleration of
surface particles along the magnetic field lines. The ratio of the gravitational
force mg to the electric force qE, acting on an electron near the neutron star
surface, is given by (Beskin 1993)
IS
(1.3)E = m eg rv 10- 13 _ 10-15 .
eE
Under these conditions particles will be stripped from the stellar surface by
the large electric field.
1.1.2 Electron-positron plasma in the magnetosphere
It has been established that the pulsar's strong electric field exceeds the force
of gravitational attraction, and extracts charged particles from the stellar
surface. However, the extensive magnetic field at the pulsar surface prevents
positive ions from being removed, as these ions form long molecular chains
which are laterally attracted by fringe fields , forming a tightly bound, dense
solid (Ruderman 1971). It is therefore unlikely that an electron-ion plasma
will occur in the pulsar magnetosphere.
Consider an electron extracted from the surface, under the influence of the
longitudinal electric field Ell. Such a charged particle would be accelerated
along the magnetic field outside the star. The particle's transverse motion
(with respect to the magnetic field line) will be negligible (Kaplan, Tsytovich
& Ter Haar 1972). If a particle possesses a noticeable momentum component
perpendicular to the field, synchrotron emission will be large and this will
rapidly make the transverse component Pi.. smaller. The radiation 'fall down'
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time is of the order 10-19 s (Beskin 1993). Since the dipole magnetic field is
curvilinear the particle acquires energy and begins to emit electromagnetic
curvat ure radiation. Calculations (Beskin 1993) reveal very high particle
energies: for electric fields of order 1010 -1012 Vvcm"! and a curvature radius
of the magnetic field of order 107 cm, accelerated particles obtain energies
as high as 107 - 108 MeV, with corresponding curvature photon energy of
106 - 107 MeV.
Quantum electrodynamics dictates that an energetic photon propagating
in a magnetic field will be converted into an electron-positron (EP) pair if
certain conditions, pertaining to photon energy, magnetic field strength and
photon momentum angle, are met (Berestetskii, Lifshits & Pitaevskii 1971).
These conditions for pair production can be reduced to the requirement that
the photon intersect a magnetic field line at a critical angle , which depends
on the photon energy and the strength of the magnetic field.
The accelerated electrons radiate photons in the instantaneous direc-
tion of particle motion, which means initially the photons cannot convert to
electron-positron pairs. However , since the magnetic field lines are curved,
the photon's straight-line trajectory will eventually intersect a field line which
satisfies the critical pair-production condi tion. The electron of the newly cre-
ated pair will then be accelerated along the field line intersected by the pho-
ton in one direction, and the positron, in the opposite direction, according
to the direction of the longitudinal electric field. The electron and positron
may then in turn, produce curvature radiation, creating further EP pairs.
In this way the magnetosphere is unstable to 'vacuum breakdown' resulting
in an electron-positron plasma surrounding the pulsar. Such a mechanism
for electron-positron pair generation was first suggested by Sturrock in 1971
(Sturrock 1971) and developed by Ruderman and Sutherland in 1975 (Rud-
erman & Sutherland 1975).
The pair plasma fills the magnetosphere and eventually screens the long-
itudinal Ell field. Because of the screening the plasma begins to corotate
with the pulsar as a solid body.
1.1.3 The double layer or vacuum gap
Since the pulsar is rotating, the dipole magnetic field is deformed by the
rotation of charge in the magnetosphere. This perturbation tends to lengthen
the magnetic field lines orthogonally to the rotation axis , extending, and
finally opening far field lines . These far field lines originate at the poles of
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the star, known as the polar caps. Thus the pulsar magnetosphere consists
of two distinct regions: areas of closed or open field lines.
In the region of the polar caps the pair plasma no longer corotates with
the pulsar, as particles stream out along the open field lines and are lost
from the star. A region of vacuum builds up close to the star surface where
plasma is absent, due to the escape of particles along the open B field lines.
The screening effect, Ell = 0, is thus violated in this 'vacuum gap' and Ell
can attain values as high as 1013 - 1015 V (Beskin 1993).
The gap width h and the potential difference proportional to h2 both
increase with the outflow of charged particles from the magnetosphere, until
the vacuum becomes unstable against the avalanche growth of EP pairs. This
occurs when the potential drop reaches approximately 1013 - 1014 V (Rud-
erman & Sutherland 1975; Gurevich & Istomin 1985). The electron-positron
creation provides the necessary charge to reduce the potential difference, and
thus pair production is permanently maintained near the magnetic poles of
the star.
It is also interesting to note that about 106 stray galactic photons fall
on the polar caps every second (Kennel, Fujimura & Pellat 1979). These
photons could produce EP pairs if they satisfy the Berestetskii condition
(Berestetskii, Lifshits & Pitaevskii 1971).
The continuous production of pairs in the vacuum gap requires a gap
width of about 102 m (Beskin 1993). For 'vacuum breakdown' it is necessary
that charged particles accelerated in the gap produce curvature radiation and
electron-positron pairs before reaching the gap boundary. The downward
accelerated particle (sign depending on the electric field) in turn produces
further pairs, and so on, until cascading occurs.
The vacuum gap is often referred to as the double layer since it has the
properties of a plasma double layer: the sheathing effect that forms near the
surface of a body in a plasma. As has previously been mentioned there is no
electric field in the pair plasma above the vacuum gap because of screening.
Thus the potential <jJ is zero there. However, the potential in the gap is finite
and indeed large, so there must therefore exist a layer in the plasma where
the potential varies.
1.1.4 Primary and secondary plasma
It is customary to refer tothe plasma in the region of the magnetic poles in
terms of primary and secondary particles. The primary particles are those
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produced near the surface of the neutron star (or ejected from it), which are
then accelerated in the gap potential to extreme relativistic energies of order
107 MeV (Beskin 1993).
These primary particles, relinquishing almost all of their energy, pro-
duce curvature photons with energies greater than 2mec
2
. These curvature
photons thus produce electron-positron pairs. These are the first-generation
secondary plasma produced.
Above the gap boundary particles are no longer accelerated by the large
potential difference in the gap, because of screening. However, further
elect ron-posit ron generation occurs via synchrotron radiation. The first -
generation secondary particles are created with a finite orthogonal momen-
tum, therefore within a time T of order 10- 19 s (Beskin 1993) they radiate
synchrophotons which are also capable of pair production. Pairs generated by
the synchrophotons are referred to as second-generation secondary plasma.
Usually particle creation stops after the second generation.
The energy of the secondary particles ranges from 10-30 MeV to 105 MeV
(Beskin 1993). The range in energies is presumably due to the different pair-
production mechanisms. Synchrophoton produced pairs will be at energies
lower than curvature photon produced pairs, since synchrophoton energies
are approximately an order of magnitude less than that of the parent curva-
ture photon.
Thus we have two distinct pair-production processes. Firstly, EP pairs
produced from curvature photons, and secondly, EP pairs produced from
synchrophotons. An indication of the ratio of energies of the particles created
from these two processes can be found using the range of secondary particle
energies given by Beskin (Beskin 1993)
(1.4)
1.2 Collective modes in nonrelativistic two
component EP plasmas
In order to explain pulsar emission, studies in EP plasmas have mostly con-
sidered relativistic plasmas (Lominadze & Mikhailovskii 1979' Lominadze, ,
Mikhailovskii & Sagdeev 1979; Suvorov & Chugunov 1980; Mikhailovskii
1980; Mamradze, Machabeli & Melikidze 1980; Chian & Kennel 1983; Yu,
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Shukla & Rao 1984; Mikhailovskii, Onishchenko & Tatarinov 1985; Yu &
Rao 1985; Berezhiani, Skarka & Mahajan 1993; Mofiz & Mamun 1993;
Shukla 1993; Verheest 1996a; Verheest & Lakhina 1996), since pair produc-
tion involves high energy processes under astrophysical conditions. However,
experimentalists have been successful in creating nonrelativistic electron-
positron plasma in the laboratory. The nonrelativistic EP plasma may be
produced when a relativistic electron beam impinges on a high-Z target,
where positrons are produced copiously. The relativistic pair plasma is then
trapped in a magnetic mirror and is expected to cool rapidly by radiation
(Trivelpiece 1972) .
1.2.1 Particle behaviour
The physics behind EP plasmas is unique, as it is highly symmetrical. Elec-
trons and positrons both have the same dynamical properties, owing to their
similar masses and electric charge magnitudes. Therefore their dynamical be-
haviour is the same, in contrast to electron-ion plasmas whose constituents
exhibit different dynamical time scales. Because of such different relaxation
time scales, electron-ion plasmas may exist as a two temperature plasma
where the electrons and ions are both in thermal equilibrium, but at differ-
ent temperatures, T; and Ti, respectively. For an EP plasma however, the
relaxation time scales are comparable, which leads to the conclusion that it
is not possible to produce a two temperature EP plasma at equilibrium in a
laboratory. When an electron plasma in thermal equilibrium, at temperature
Te , is mixed with a positron plasma at temperature Tp , thermal equilibrium
for each component will not be attained until the whole EP plasma reaches
a thermal equilibrium state (Iwamoto 1993).
In space plasmas however, for example the pulsar magnetosphere, there is
the possibility of continuous streaming of high energy particles (electrons and
positrons in opposite directions) within the background plasma. Under these
conditions, thermal equilibrium between the species does not have time to
occur, and so it may indeed be possible to sustain different species at different
temperatures.
In the presence of a magnetic field, the electrons and positrons perform
gyromotion at .the same frequency 1ne 1=1n, I, in opposite directions. In
contrast, electron-ion plasmas have Ini 1«1 ne I·
In addition to ordinary plasma processes, pair annihilation can take place
in an EP plasma. However, under realistic conditions the pair plasma is well
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(1.5)
defined, in that its lifetime against pair annihilation is much larger than the
characteristic time scales for collective oscillations (Iwamoto 1993) .
1.2.2 Longitudinal and transverse modes with B = 0
For the case of a neutral EP plasma with particle equilibrium densities
n eo = n po , and with no external magnetic field, the general longitudinal
dielectric function may be obtained (Iwamoto 1993) from the combination of
the Maxwell equations and the linearized Vlasov equation, as
f(k,w) = 1 +~ ~~z (k~J '
where Z(~) is the plasma dispersion function (Fried & Conte 1961); Vj =
(:::j)! is the electron (positron) thermal speed, for j = e(p); k j = (41r~Oq;) ~
is the Debye wavenumber with njo the equilibrium number density, % the
charge, mj the mass for the particle species i: and Tj the temperature, where
K the Boltzmann constant has been absorbed in the definition of T. In this
particular case of a two species EP plasma in equilibrium, T; = Tp - T and
me = m p m so (1.5) reduces to
(1.6)
where k1e - k; + k;.
Solving E(k, w) = 0, Iwamoto (Iwamoto 1993) finds the dispersion rela-
tions for the longitudinal collective modes. A well defined mode exists where
the phase velocity of the wave is much larger than the thermal velocity of the
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particles, so that ~ » (;:)"2. In this region Iwamoto (Iwamoto 1993) finds
[
3k2 ]w(k) = w 1 + - + ...
P 2k2 'De
1 ( )3 [ ( )2 ]1r"2 ko; 1 ko; 3,(k) = - (8) Wp k exp -2 k - 2 '
(1.7)
(1.8)
(cf. Section 2.3.2), where w 2 Z= .w2 . with w 2 . = 41rnjoq; J' = e p This is
P J PJ PJ m ' , .
the Langmuir or plasma mode.
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In the absence of a magnetic field, the transverse dielectric function for a
single species EP plasma at temperature T is (Iwamoto 1993)
(1.9)
where w; = 2::j Wpj for j = e, p. Solving the equation
(
Ck ) 2ET (k, w) = -::; ,
Iwamoto (1993) finds the dispersion relation for a transverse mode of the
form w(k) + h(k) as




The damping is absent since the phase velocity of the wave, obtained from
(1.10) is always greater than the speed of light, so that no particles can be
resonant with the wave (Iwamoto 1993).
Conspicuous by its absence is the acoustic branch which Iwamoto
(Iwamoto 1993) does not find in his longitudinal mode analysis without an
external magnetic field. This is worth closer attention. Since the acoustic
mode is related to the ion motion within an electron-ion plasma, it would
seem logical to conclude that any co-operative phenomena which originate
from the mass difference between the electron and the ion will not appear in
an EP plasma. This has lead to the conclusion by a number of authors (Sakai
& Kawata 1980; Chian & Kennel 1983; Shukla, Rao, Yu & Tsintsadze 1986;
Stewart & Laing 1992; Tsintsadze 1992) that the acoustic branch would thus
be absent from electron-positron collective processes. This is certainly the
case for a neutral (ne = np ) two component EP plasma in equilibrium with
T; = Tp , but not so for multi-species EP plasmas.
1.3 Multi-component pair plasmas
As we have seen, the magnetosphere of the pulsar near the poles is a highly
dynamic and complicated system of electron-positron plasma. In attempts to
model this region several authors (Bharuthram 1992; Pillay & Bharuthram
1992; Srinivas, Popel & Shukla 1996; Verheest, Hellberg, Gray & Mace 1996)
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have assumed that the plasma will consist of a number of components of
electrons and positrons, rather than the much used two-component plasma
model. In all such multi-component EP plasmas the acoustic mode is physi-
cal.
It is perhaps interesting to note that among the multi-component models
there is some diversity. For example, electrostatic solitons in an EP plasma
were investigated by Srinivas et al. (Srinivas, Popel & Shukla 1996) using
a three component model consisting of a cold electron and positron com-
ponent with temperatures T; = 0, and a warm positron component, with
temperature Th .
In this case it would seem that Srinivas et al. are modelling the secondary
plasma as a cold fluid, and then regarding a primary beam of fast positrons
accelerated in the vacuum gap, passing through it. These may be the primary
positrons after their energy has been reduced by curvature radiation. Because
of their reduced energy, they have negligible further energy loss and so easily
catch up and ultimately pass through the more slowly moving secondary pairs
(Ruderman & Sutherland 1975). The cold components are then described by
the equations of continuity and motion, and the warm positrons are described
by a Boltzmann distribution. Closing the set of equations with the Poisson
equation and requiring, for charge neutrality, that the number density of the
hot and cold species of positrons together are equal to the cold electrons',
Srinivas et al. conduct both linear and nonlinear analyses.




with c~ = '!JL (1 + 2 n pco) and Ad = (4 Th 2)"2 (cf. Section 2.3.4) . Srinivas
m npho 7fnphoe
et al. then investigate the existence of nonlinear acoustic soliton solutions
under these conditions.
Bharuthram (1992) and Pillay & Bharuthram (1992) investigate electro-
static double layers and solitons respectively, under two differing four com-
ponent EP plasma models. Pillay & Bharuthram (1992) assume Boltzmann
hot electrons and positrons and cold electrons and positrons to model the
pulsar EP plasma. This model inspired the one used for the results obtained
in this thesis. However, Pillay et al. (Pillay & Bharuthram 1992) subscribe
to a non-symmetric model in which the temperatures and number densities
of each of the component species are not equal. The symmetric model used
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in this thesis seems to be more likely under the conditions of pair produc-
tion, in which photons produce EP pairs with the same energy, and therefore
temperature. Pillay et al. (Pillay & Bharuthram 1992) remarked on this
asymmetry, stating that it was necessary in order to maintain double layers
at all , since the existence of double layers requires some asymmetry in the
motion or density of the particles in the plasma.
A symmetric model is more plausible, and could be sustained for longer
than an asymmetric case, which can only last for a short time. However,
considering the complex nature of the electron-posit ron plasma the Pil-
lay /Bharuthram case could indeed model the region outward of the puls ar
double layer vacuum gap. A complete review of the Pillay and Bharuthram
model can be found in Chapter 5.
1.4 The four component symmetrical model
- justification
We assume an unmagnetized, four component, electron-positron plasma to
model the pulsar magnetosphere, with equal temperatures and densities for
the electrons and positrons of each type. We have a hot species of electrons
and positrons to model those secondary plasma particles (first-generation),
born of curvature photons, with an average temperature Th - And we have a
cool species of electrons and positrons with a temperature T; to model the
secondary plasma particles (second-generation) , born of synchrophotons. We
are justified in assuming symmetry between the electrons and the positrons
because we are dealing with two pair-production mechanisms which will yield
equal numbers of electrons and positrons at two distinct temperatures. We
have a ratio of energies and therefore temperatures from (1.4) which gives us
a guideline as to the temperatures of our two temperature-component types.
The choice of an unmagnetized plasma may seem rather presumptuous
in the light of such extreme pulsar magnetic fields. This assumption is valid
if we consider the motion of the particles along the magnetic field lines . As
has been stated previously (cf. Section 1.1.2), the motion of the particles is
mainly longitudinal with respect to the magnetic field of the pulsar. Because
of the strength of the magnetic field, any transverse momentum that the
particles may have is quickly radiated away (Kaplan, Tsytovich & Ter Haar
1972). We may thus regard the motion of these particles as "beads on a
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wire". Since the particles travel along a magnetic field line of particular
strength, in their rest frame they do not effectively "see" a magnetic field.
Thus we may indeed assume B = 0 in our approximation.
1.5 N onlinear acoustic solitons
We are particularly interested in nonlinear soliton wave structures. A soliton
is a single pulse-like waveform where the plasma approaches the same asymp-
totic equilibrium state on either side . All physically relevant quantities are
localized in space, thus the waveform is solitary. The amplitude, width and
velocity of solitons are related, so that large amplitude solitons are faster
(cf. equation 1.13) and narrower than their smaller amplitude counterparts.
These waveforms retain their particle-like nature in collisions, and thus are
referred to as solitons rather than solitary waves, which may be unstable
during collisions.
The first recorded observation of such a structure is generally attributed
to John Scott Russell in 1834 who observed a solitary wave in a canal near
Edinburgh. Russell is reputed to have chased the single water pulse which he
observed, down the canal on horseback, noting with incredulity its constant
speed and amplitude.
Russell performed laboratory experiments, generating solitary waves by
dropping a weight at one end of a wave channel. He was able to deduce
empirically that the speed of the wave is obtained from
e2 = f(h + a), (1.13)
where h is the undisturbed depth of water and a is the amplitude of the wave
(Russell 1844).
Boussinesq (1871) and Rayleigh (1876) followed the work of Russell, show-
ing that the one dimensional water wave profile is given by
(( x , t) = a sech2 L8(x - et)], (1.14)
for {3 , a specific relation between water depth and wave amplitude. Ground-
breaking analysis by Korteweg and de Vries (1895) produced a simple non-
linear wave equation which admits (1.14) as a solution. This Korteweg-de
Vries (KdV) equation as it came to be known, is a nonlinear equation fun-
damental to small amplitude nonlinear plasma wave theory. This equation
embodies in it an intricate balance between non linear and dispersive effects.
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Washimi & Taniuti (1966) later derived a related KdV equation for ion-
acoustic solitary waves in a plasma consisting of ions and electrons. In an
unmagnetized plasma two electrostatic longitudinal modes can occur: acous-
tic and Langmuir oscillations. A detailed equilibrium between nonlinear and
dispersive effects is possible in the acoustic wave mode, resulting in sta-
ble wave profiles that propagate unchanged with time. These are acoustic
solitons. Both large and small amplitude ion acoustic solitons have been
extensively investigated and are now well defined in plasma theory (see for
example, Chen 1984).
The introduction of negative ions (Das & Tagare 1975) has lead to some
interesting anomalies in the small amplitude nonlinear wave analysis, culmi-
nating in the derivation of a modified KdV equation (Watanabe 1984; Ver-
heest 1988) with soliton solutions with a sech dependence rather than the
well known seclr' profile . As shall be revealed, this modified Korteweg-de
Vries (mKdV) is significantly relevant to our work.
1.5.1 Outline of the following chapters
In Chapter 2 we outline the nonrelativistic fluid model of an electron-positron
plasma which we will use to model the pulsar magnetosphere. The model con-
sists of four components: a hot Boltzmann species of electrons and positrons,
and a cool adiabatic species of the same. We then consider linear, longitud-
inal, electrostatic waves in general multi-species electron-positron plasmas,
and derive the dispersion relations for these linear waves.
In Chapter 3 we discuss nonlinear processes in plasmas. We see that the
inclusion of both dispersion and nonlinear effects in plasmas leads to the Kor-
teweg de-Vries equation (Korteweg & de Vries 1895) . We thus introduce small
amplitude nonlinear electron-positron acoustic waves, and derive the Korte-
weg de-Vries (KdV) equation for our model, hoping for equilibrium between
dispersive and nonlinear effects culminating in stable electron-positron soli-
ton solutions. We find , however , that the resulting wave equation is purely
dispersive with no nonlinear term. This leads to the investigation of the
modified KdV (mKdV) equation (Verheest 1988) under our four component
EP model. We obtain stationary solutions to the mKdV equation yielding
soliton profiles of a sech dependence. We then consider arbitrary ampli-
tude solitons following the method based on the work done on ion-acoustic
solitons and double layers by Baboolal et al. (Baboolal, Bharuthram & Hell-
berg 1988, 1989, 1990) and on electron-acoustic solitons and double layers
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by Mace et al. (Mace & Hellberg 1993a; Mace , Baboolal, Bharuthram &
Hellberg 1991; Mace, Hellberg, Bharuthram & Baboolal 1992). We obtain
expressions for the electron and positron cool species density, in algebraic
form via the equations of continuity and motion. We then introduce the
Sagdeev potential (Sagdeev 1966), through integration of the Possion equa-
tion, yielding its algebraic form. Under the constraints imposed for soliton
existence (Sagdeev 1966) we obtain limits for soliton Mach number for our
electron-positron plasma model. We observe that the Mach number limit
is dependent on cool species density, which suggests some restriction on the
existence domain of EP solitons.
In Chapter 4 we obtain numerical and analytical solutions for both small
and arbitrary amplitude solitons. We present graphical results in the form
of soliton profiles with their corresponding Sagdeev potentials and soliton
existence domains in cool species density-soliton amplitude space. These
results are analysed and it is indeed found that the choice of model, that is,
the assumption of Boltzmann hot species , places severe restrictions on the
existence of these solutions.
In Chapter 5 we review the study of solitons in an asymmetric EP plasma
conducted by Pillay & Bharuthram (1992). We discover that the results
obtained in this work may be physically invalid in the light of restrictions
imposed by the choice of model.
We conclude with a summary of the original results obtained in this thesis,
reiterating the consequences of the Boltzmann restriction. We question the
validity of the fluid model and suggest that further research into the kinetic
theory of relativistic electron-positron plasmas with the inclusion of dust





This chapt er outlines a nonrelativistic fluid model of an electron-positron
plasma in the pulsar magnetosphere, consisting of four components: hot
Boltzmann species of elect rons and positrons, and cool adiabatic species of
the same. Linear , longitudinal, electrostatic waves in general multi-species
electron-positron plasmas are then discussed, and the dispersion relations
for these linear waves are derived. The method of linearization that we use
follows that of Chen (1984).
2.1 Introduction
We begin by creating a simple model of the elect ron-posit ron plasma pul-
sar magnetosphere. We thus assume two species of elect rons: a hot species
at a temperature Teh , to model the first-generation (curvature born) sec-
ondary electrons, and a cool species at a temperature Tee, to model the
second-generation (born of synchroradiation) secondary electrons. Similarly
we have two species of positrons at temperatures Tph and Tpe . The symmetry
of elect ron-posit ron pair creation implies the production of equal densities of
positrons and electrons at equal temperatures , at equilibrium. Defining elec-
tron and positron densities as n ee , n eh , n pe , and nph , we thus have equal




where the subscript 0 refers to the equilibrium state, and we define Ni, and
Ne by the above equations. In addition, we have hot electrons and positrons
at temperatures Teh = Tph Ti, and cool electrons and positrons at temper-
atures Tee = Tpe Ti: The plasma is uniform and electrically neutral at rest
(if we assume screening of the pulsar electric field), before it is disturbed.
Thus the charge neutrality condition holds
(2.1)
where No is the total equilibrium plasma density.
Since the particle motion is largely in the direction of the magnetic field,
that is, the particles' transverse motion is negligible compared with their
longitudinal motion (Kaplan, Tsytovich & Ter Haar 1972), we may make
the assumption that B = 0 in our model. This assumption allows us to
investigate the existence of electrostatic oscillations. The EP plasma in the
magnetosphere will screen the pulsar's large E field, and so we may assume
that at equilibrium Eo = 0, implying cPo = O. It follows that the particles
have no drift velocities. The fluid velocities are also zero at equilibrium
u; = 0,
for all species of electrons and positrons, where u is the particle velocity and
the subscript 0 refers to the equilibrium state. This implies that the plasma
is stationary at equilibrium.
Finally, we impose the constraint that the electron-positron plasma is
nonrelativistic. Although the primary particles may reach relativistic speeds
in the double layer, we will consider a simpler nonrelativistic model.
2.2 Basic equations
Consider an infinite, collisionless, unmagnetized, one-dimensional electron-
positron plasma consisting of four fluid components. The plasma is composed
of hot species of electrons and positrons, and cool species of the same. The
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fluid equations describing each fluid component are the continuity equation,
and the equation of motion
Onjk 0
fit + ox (njkUjk) = 0,
[
OU j k OUjk] OPjk O<jJ
mjnjk fit + Ujk ox + ox = -qjnjk ox .




Here njk is the density of the particular species, Ujk the average velocity
of the particles, Pjk the partial pressure, mj the particle mass and qj the
particle charge. In this model mj will be the electron mass so that mj m,
for j = e, P, and qj = Zje will be -e and e for electrons and positrons,
respectively.
The thermodynamic equation of state is
(2.5)
for C some constant, where Pjk = njkn by definition. Here T k is the temper-
ature of the particular species (either T; or Th ) and 'Yk is the corresponding
ratio of specific heats. The Boltzmann constant K is absorbed in the defini-
tion of T.
At infinity the following boundary conditions hold, to ensure electrical
neutrality
Pjk -+ Pjko L L qjnjko = o.
k j
(2.6)
Now (2.5) with (2.6) implies that
and with the definition Pjko = njkoTk this gives
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The fluid equation of momentum may thus be written
[
OUjk OUjk] nJZ-l Onjk _ oefy
mnjk 7it + Ujk ox + Ik nJt;l Tk ox - -Zjenjk ox' (2.7)
where Zj = (-1)(+1) for j = (e)(p).
The hot components may be described by a Boltzmann distribution, effec-
tively neglecting their inertia. The assumption of hot, 'massless' Boltzmann
electrons and positrons is justified only if the thermal velocity of the hot
components Vh, is far greater than the velocity of a waveform supported by
the plasma, so that Vh is large enough that it may be considered as infinite
when compared to the phase velocity of the waveform. Thus the hot compo-
nents must be isothermal. The validity of this assumption will be considered
in more detail later. The approximation that the hot particles be inertialess'
also requires that their thermal velocity is large in comparison with that of
.the cool fluids, which are then regarded as sluggish.
For isothermal fluids we have Ih = 1, and since we assume that the
hot electron and positron species are highly mobile we may take m --+ 0,
implying, from equation (2.7), that the pressure and electrostatic gradient
forces must be closely in balance. Thus (2.7) may then be integrated (with





nph = Nh exp(--). (2.9)
Th
The cool constituents are assumed to have thermal speeds which are sig-
nificantly less than the speed of the waveform and are thus modelled as
adiabatic fluids, described by the cool fluid continuity equation
onje 0
at + ox (njeUje) = 0,
and equation (2.7) with le = 3
(2.11)
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Equations (2.4), (2.8), (2.9) , (2.10) and (2.11) may be expressed in terms
of specific units so that they are dimensionless. Densities are normalized with
respect to No the total equilibrium density value; temperatures with respect
to Ti, the hot species temperature; velocities by the hot electron thermal
1 !
speed Vh = (~r; spatial length by the Debye length ADh = (47l"~e2 ) 2 and
1













where the tilde denotes the appropriate normalized variable. For convenience
we shall henceforth omit the tilde and consider only normalized variables,
unless otherwise specified.










Any periodic motion of a fluid can be represented as a superposition of sinu-
soidal oscillations with different frequencies wand wavenumbers k . A simple
wave is anyone of these components, and travels at a phase velocity vq, = ~.
The concept of dispersive waves is defined by a relationship between wand
k of the form w = w(k), which is known as the dispersion relation. If w
depends on k we find that components of different wavenumber propagate at
different frequencies.
Let us consider linear waves in electron-positron plasmas. Linear wave
analysis requires the perturbation values from equilibrium of the velocities,
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densities and electrostatic potential to be small, so that any quadratic and
higher order terms can be ignored.
We will consider five different models of electron-positron plasma for com-
pleteness.
2.3.1 Hot Boltzmann electrons and positrons
Perhaps the simplest model of an electron-positron plasma is the single
species pair plasma, containing one species each of electrons and positrons
at equal temperatures. If we assume the temperature of the electrons and
1
positrons to be hot , say Th , so that their thermal velocity Vh = (~) 2 is much
greater than the speed of a waveform supported by the plasma, we may model
them as isothermal fluids . In this case the particles would be highly mobile,
and we may ignore their inertia. The densities of both particles would then
be given by the Boltzmann relations
ne = neoexp(ep),
or more generally
nj = njoexp(-Zjep) .








where the subscript j refers to either electrons or positrons, and the sub-
script 0 denotes the equilibrium state. The above equations are normalized
with respect to (2.12), remembering (2.1).
We obtain linear waves by the process of linearization of the system of
equations describing the electron-positron plasma (Chen 1984) . Assuming
that the amplitude of the electrostatic oscillation is small we may neglect
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any higher order terms and express the variables in terms of their equilibrium
values and a perturbation, thus
(2.21)
Since we assume an electrically neutral, uniform, stationary plasma at equi-
librium, we have the condition that cPo = O.
The exponential term in equation (2.18) may be expanded so that
(2.22)
(2.23)
Substituting (2.21) into (2.22) and ignoring all higher order terms gives
(n jo + njl) = njo - Z jnjo cPl
=} njl - ZjnjocPl.
Equation (2.19) with (2.21) becomes
(neo - npo) + nel - npl
nel - npl
neocPl + npocPl '
(2.24)
with the charge neutrality condition (2.20) and equation (2.23).
The perturbations from equilibrium are assumed to be sinusoidal, that
is, we can consider a Fourier mode (w, k) such that
njl = njl exp[i(kx - wt)]
cPl = <$1 exp[i(kx - wt)],
(2.25)
where the variables with tilde are the amplitudes of the sinusoidal variations.
We will omit the tilde for simplicity. Substituting (2.25) into equation (2.24)
we obtain
= (neo + npo)cPl
= neo + npo· (2.26)
The charge neutrality condition implies that the electrons and the positrons
have equal densities at equilibrium, that is, in unnormalized terms
(in normalized terms this reduces to neo = npo = 1 since densities are nor-




Equation (2.27) should represent the dispersion relation for the waves
which are supported by this electron-positron plasma. However, w is in-
determinate in this equation, signifying an absence of waves in this single
species, isothermal electron-positron plasma. For an oscillation, one requires
a restoring force, and thus inertia. In this model the particles are assumed
to be isothermal, and thus no inertia term is retained, thus we cannot expect
any waveform.
The assumption of isothermal fluids limits us to the investigation of low
phase velocity waves, so that v~ < Vh. The dispersion relation above , pre-
cludes the existence of such oscillations. Any waves occurring would thus
be high phase velocity waves with v~ > V th . We thus consider a cool two
species model consisting of particles with temperature To so that we may
investigate waveforms with phase velocities greater than the thermal speed
1
(~) 2" , of these particles.
2.3.2 Cool adiabatic electrons and positrons
Consider such a single species elect ron-positron plasma model: again both
particles are at the same temperature Tc ' but in this case they are assumed
1
to be cool, and adiabatic, so that their thermal velocity Vc = (~) 2" is much
smaller than the velocity of a waveform supported by the plasma. Both elec-
trons and positrons are then described generally by the equation of continuity,




2 = 411" L -%nj .
x .
J
We follow the usual normalization as outlined earlier , but expressed in terms
of the cool temperature Tc ' so that the above equations become
(2.28)
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OUj + U' OUj + 3 nj onj = -Z. oep





ox2 = l: - Zjnj.
J
Linearizing in the same manner as previously shown for isothermal elec-
trons and positrons, we have
Uj = Ujo + Uj1' (2.31)
We consider a stationary plasma, so that Ujo = 0, that is, at equilibrium
the electron-positron fluids have no flow velocities. Expanding with respect
to these linear variables, neglecting quadratic and higher order terms, and
assuming sinusoidal, small amplitude perturbations, equations (2.28), (2.29)
and (2.30) become
-iWnj1 + iknjoUj1 = 0
wn "l
=} Uj1 = __J_,
k njo
. "k3 nj1 'kZ A.-1,WUj1 + 1, - = -1, jo/1,
njo
-k2ep1 = (neo - n po) + n e1 - n p1
= ne1 - np1 0
Substituting (2.32) into (2.33) gives
Using equation (2.35) in equation (2.34) gives







k 2 = 2
w2 _ 3 '
k2
where n eo = n po = 1 is a consequence of the charge neutrality condition
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assuming an electrically neutral plasma at equilibrium, and normalization
with respect to no.
This gives a dispersion relation of
W
2 = 2 + 3k2 , (2.36)
which has the form as that of an electron plasma wave (Chen 1984), (bearing
in mind that equation (2.36) is normalized). This shows that the medium
may support a plasma-like wave, with phase velocity vlj> = ~ greater than
the particle thermal velocity.
Figure 2.1 shows the disp ersion curve for this electron-positron plasma
wave. The slope at any point on the curve gives the group velocity of the
wave, V g = ~~. This is clearly always less than V3, although at very large k
values the slope of the w, k plot tends to this value.
It should be noted that , for ~k2 « 1, the dispersion relation (2.36) has
the same form as that of Iwamoto (c.f. equation (1.7)). To recognise that ,
it is necessary to reconsider the definitions of ko; and wp which are used in
1
2 _ 2 2· _ (41rnj OQ;) 2 2 _ 2(1.7) . Iwamoto defines kD e = k e + kp with kj - Tj and wp = Lj wpj
with W;j = 41r~oQ; ,j , e.p. He also assumes a neutral (neo = npo ) EP plasma
with T; = Tp =T. We note that kD e = V2ke and wp = V2wpe . Thus (1.7)
becomes
w = J2wp [1 + ~ ~;] , (2.37)
which is simply (2.36) under binomial series expansion in the range ~k2 « 1.
2.3.3 Boltzmann electrons and adiabatic positrons
The next model we shall consider is an electron-positron plasma with hot
electrons at temperature Ti, and cool positrons at temperature Tc ' where
Th » Tc · We assume equal elect ron and positron densities at equilibrium so
that
Watanabe & Taniuti (1977), employing a fluid treatment of a plasma consist-
ing of ions , cool and hot electrons, showed that if the temperature of the hot
electrons greatly exceeds that of the cooler, then the equations admit wave
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Figure 2.1: A plot of the dispersion relation, equation (2.36) w2 = 2 + 3k 2 ,
for an electron-positron plasma of cool adiabatic elect rons and positrons,
showing a plasma wave mode.
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weakly Landau damped. In the same way, we assume that the hot species
thermal velocity Vh is greater than the phase velocity, v</> = !f, of a waveform
supported by the plasma, and the cool species ' thermal velocity is assumed
to be less than this phase velocity. We may then model the hot electrons as
isothermal with a Boltzmann density distribution function
ne = n eoexp(</J). (2.38)
The cool positrons are considered to be an adiabatic fluid with describing
equations (continuity and motion)
8up 8up T n p 8np _ 8</J
-8 + uP -8 + 3 c-2--8 - --8.t x n po x x




and the charge neutrality condition ~j Zjnjo = 0, such that n eo - n po = O.
The above equations are normalized with respect to (2.12), bearing in mind
(2.1), so that all references to t emperature T; suggest a temperature ratio
~ . Equation (2.38) may be expanded to
ne = n eo (1 + </J + ...) . (2.42)
Considering small amplitude electrostatic waves, we may linearize equations
(2.42), (2.39), (2.40) and (2.41) with sinusoidal variables, to obtain the fol-
lowing equations relating wand k
-iwnpl + iknpoupc1 = 0
(2.43)
(2.44)
° °k 3T npl ·krl-.-"lWUpl + "l c- = -"l 'PI ,
npo
(neo - n po) + nel - npl




Substituting (2.43), (2.44) and (2.45) into (2.46) gives
(2.47)
This yields the dispersion relation




(~ + 3Tc ) "2 kn eo
Vk ,
(2.49)
where V is the normalized wave sound speed V s . Equation (2.49) is of the
Vh
form w = vsk, where Vs is the sound speed of the wave, and is thus an
1
acoustic-type wave, with Vs = Vh (~ + 3Tc)"2 . This is clearly analogous ton eo
the usual electron-acoustic wave (Mace & Hellberg 1993a).
Figure 2.2 shows a plot of the dispersion relation equation (2.48) , for a
hot electron, cool positron plasma. It can be seen from the plot that at very
large wavelengths (k --7 0) all the harmonics travel at the same speed V, the
normalized sound speed.
It should be noted, however, that because of the symmetry of the pair pro-
duction process, this type of plasma would not be an appropriate model for a
naturally forming electron-positron plasma, unless there was some streaming
effect or heating effect that differentiates between electrons and positrons.
2.3.4 A three component model
Next we consider the three component model (Srinivas, Popel & Shukla 1996)
mentioned in Section 1.3. Consider an electron-positron plasma consisting
of cold inertial electron and positron fluids (with T; = 0), with a component
of energetic positrons at Th , to model the region of EP plasma above the
vacuum gap through which positrons pass, having been accelerated to high
energies in the double layer.














Figure 2.2: A plot of the dispersion curve, equation (2.48) (solid curve) ,
showing an acoustic mode supported by an electron-positron plasma of hot
Boltzmann electrons and cool adiabatic positrons. The dashed curve shows
the limit of small k , equat ion (2.49). Plots are obtained using n po = n eo = 0.5,
and ~ = 0.01.
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The hot positron species may be considered to be Boltzmann distributed, if
the energies of the positrons are sufficiently high. Thus the density of the
hot positrons is given by
nph = npho exp (- c/J) . (2.51)
The cold electron and positron fluids are described by the fluid equations of
continuity and motion (neglecting the pressure term)
8Ujc 8ujc _ Z 8c/J
7ft + upc 8x - - j 8x .




The above equations are normalized with respect to (2.12), remembering
(2.1). Equation (2.51) may be expanded as
(2.55)
Considering small amplitude electrostatic waves, we may linearize equations
(2.55) , (2.52), (2.53) and (2.54) with sinusoidal variables, to obtain the fol-
lowing equations relating wand k
-iWU ·l = -Z·ikr/..1JC J ~,
and
- k
2c/Jl = n ec1 - n pc1 - nphl·







Substituting (2.56) and (2.60) into (2.59) we obtain
k2 k2
k2 = n eeo-2 + n peo 2 - npho,w w
which may be rearranged to yield the dispersion relation
w2 = (neeo + n pco) k2 ,
k2 + npho
or
(1+2~)2 npho k2W = 2 ,1+ _k_
npho
(2.61)
bearing in mind that neeo = no = n peo + npho '
Again for small k2 , this is an acoustic mode with sound speed Vs =
1
Vh (1 + 2 n e co) 2". This may seem to differ from the original dispersion relation
npco
obtained by Srinivas et al. (Srinivas, Pope! & Shukla 1996)
(2.62)
1
with c2= '!1. (1 + 2 npco ) , and Ad = (4 Th 2) "2 . However the disparity occurs
a m npho 7rnphoe
simply because equation (2.61) is normalized. In unnormalized terms (cf.
equation (2.12) and (2.1)), (2.61) becomes
which reduces directly to (2.62) , since w;A1h = ~ = v~ .
2.3.5 The symmetric four component model
Finally we consider linear waves in the four component electron-positron
plasma described in Section 2.2. Again it is assumed (Watanabe & Taniuti
1977) that the hot species thermal velocity Vh is very much greater than the
phase velocity, vlj> = ~ , of a waveform supported by the plasma, and the cool
species thermal velocity is very much less than this phase velocity, that is,
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Ti, » T; and Vh » Vc/> »vc . This assumption is justified in light of the large
energy difference between the first and second generation EP plasma in the
magnetosphere (cf. energy relation equation (1.4) in Section 1.1.4.)
Consider the fluid equations for the hot and cool species
njh = Nhexp(-ZjcP),
OUjc . OUjc 3T njc onjc __Z .ocP
----at + uJc ox + c N'; ox - Jox '
onjc 0 ( )----at + ox njcujc = 0,






ox2 = (neh + nec) - (nph + npc)'
Assuming that the amplitude of oscillation is small, we may use the pro-
cess oflinearization (Chen 1984) in which higher order amplitude factors are
neglected. All variables are expressed in terms of their equilibrium value,
and a perturbation, denoted by a subscript 1
(2.67)
We assume an electrically neutral, stationary, uniform plasma at equilib-
rium before perturbation, thus
. - '" - 0 8njko - 8njko - 0
UJko - '1-'0 -, 8x - 8t - .
The exponential term in (2.63) may be expanded so that
njh = Nh(l - ZjcP + .. '),
and with (2.67) and (2.68) this becomes
(Nh + njhl) = Ns; - ZjNhcPl




Expanding (2.64), (2.65) and (2.66) with (2.67) and neglecting quadratic




----a;- = - Zj ox '
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8njc1 N 8Ujc1 = 0
8t + e 8x '
and
82cPl





8x2 = (nehl + nec1) - (nphl + npc1) ' (2.73)
The perturbations are assumed to be sinusoidal, that is we consider a Fourier
mode (w, k)
Ujc1 Ujc1 exp[i (kx - wt )],
n jc1 n jc1 exp[i (kx - wt )], (2.74)
cPl c$1exp [i (kx - wt )],
where as usual t he tilde denotes the amplitude, and is omitted for simplicity.
Substituting (2.74) into equat ions (2.70)-(2.73) yields
. 'kN - 0 - W n j c1- 1,Wnjc1 + 1, eUjc1 - ::::} Ujc1 - k Ne '
- k2cPl = (nehl + nec1) - (nphl + nped ·
Further substitution of (2.76) into (2.75) gives
njc1 ZjcPl
-- 2 •
Ne ~2 - 3Te
Finally substituting (2.78) and (2.69) into (2.77) gives
_ k2'" - N '" _ NecPl N '" _ NecPl
'1'1 - h'l'l w 2 _ 3T + h'l'1 ~ _ 3T '








where k = k' ADh is the normalized wavenumber and w .!!L t he normal-
Wp
ized frequency, with primes referring to unnormalized variables. Rearranging
(2.79) we obtain the expression
2 _ (2Ne ) 2
W - k2 + 2N
h
+ 3Te k .
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(2.80)
We may rearrange equation (2.80) such that
For k small so that k2 < 2Nh binomial expansion yields
2 2 [Ne ( k
2






2 = (Ne + 3T) k2 _ Ne k4 . (2.82)
W Ns; e 2N'K
In the very long wavelength limit for k ---+ 0 and with V = ~ as the normal-




Equation (2.82) is in the form of the general acoustic dispersion relation
(Chen 1984) ,
w2 = vs k 2 - i k4,
for i some constant, and Vs, the sound speed of the acoustic wave, ~ = Vs
in the long wavelength limit k --+ O. This form of the dispersion relation is
directly related to the nonlinear Korteweg-de Vries equation which will be
discussed in Chapter 3.
Figure 2.3 shows a plot of w versus k for equation (2.80), for Ne =
0.2, Ni, = 0.8 and T; = 10- 4 (cf. energy relation equation (1.4), recalling
that Te is in fact the ratio ~~ in unnormalized terms). It can be seen, as in
the case of single hot and cool species, that at long wavelengths (k --+ 0) , all
the harmonics travel at the normalized sound speed V.
The condition k 2 < 2Nh which allows the binomial expansion in equation
(2.81) is inherent in the requirement that w be real, for small Te . For a












Figure 2.3: A plot of the dispersion relation for linear waveforms supported by
a four component electron-positron plasma of hot Boltzmann electrons and
positrons and cool adiabatic elect rons and positrons, c.f. equation (2.80)
(solid curve) , with Ne = 0.2, Ni; = 0.8 and Te = 10-4 . The dotted curve
shows that in the limit as k -+ 0 the dispersion relation reduces to w = Vk ,
with V given by (2.83).
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1
k < (~r for real w. Specifically for equation (2.82)
2 N~
k < 2Nh + 6Te Ne .
In the limit as T; tends to zero , we have k2 < 2Nh , that is, a small k limit.
It is evident that the dispersion relation (2.80) is dependent on the cool
electron-positron equilibrium density, Ne' (Nh = 1 - Ne). An interesting
anomaly occurs if we assume Ne = 0, that is, that there are no cool adiabatic
particles. Equation (2.80) then reduces to w = J3Tek, where w depends on
the temperature of the non-existent cool particles! To resolve this apparent
contradiction it is necessary to return to the initial form of the dispersion
relation as derived from the linearization process, equation (2.79)
k 2 = 2Ne _ 2N .
w 2 _ 3T h
k2 e
When Ne is zero, this becomes k 2 = -2Nh (actually k 2 = -2 since we would
have Nh = npho = neho = no), implying w undefined. This is just the case of
a two component hot plasma, of electrons and positrons, discussed earlier. It
was noted that such low phase velocity waves will not occur due to the lack
of inertia of the hot, isothermal, Boltzmann particles. Thus when there are
no cool particles we get a breakdown of wave formation in the plasma.
On the other hand, if there are no hot particles, that is, the hot equilib-
rium number density N h is zero, (Ne = 1), equation (2.80) becomes
(2.84)
which is a plasma-like wave similar to equation (2.36) for the case of cool
adiabatic electrons and positrons. Since there are no hot particles, normal-
ization with respect to Ti, is invalid. Normalizing with respect to T; gives
w2 = 2 + 3k2 ,
which is simply equation (2.36). In the absence of hot particles the four
component model reduces to the two species cool, adiabatic case.
Let us consider the case of Ne or N h tending to zero , that is, there are
still very small quantities of hot or cool particles. Consider equation (2.80)
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Figure 2.4: As the number density of the cool particles Ne' tends to zero the
plasma supports a purely acoustic mode and (2.80) reduces to w = 03Te)k.
Specific values of T; = 10-2 and Ne = 10- 3 have been used in (2.80).
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particles. If we take Ne to be of order 10- 3 with T; = 10- 2 , we obtain
Figure 2.4.
This shows that as the number density of the cool particles tends to zero,
the plasma supports a purely acoustic wave with a sound speed dependent
on the cool species temperature, Vs = V3TeVh .
As Ni, tends to zero , the plasma begins to support a plasma-like wave.
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show a plot of the dispersion relation with Ni; = 10-3 ,
T; = 10-2 and Nh = 10-6 , T; = 10-2 respectively. We still have an acoustic-
like wave at small k, however the wave t ends to be plasma-like at large k.
The smaller Ni, becomes the smaller the range of k that supports the acoustic
mode.
This analysis is not valid in light of the limits imposed by the model. We
have assumed (Watanabe & Taniuti 1977)
so that the hot species thermal velocity be very much greater than the phase
velocity of a waveform, which in turn, must be very much greater than the
cool species thermal velocity. In the limit as k --7 0 this becomes
or for the upper bound in normalized terms,
1 » V.
Since equation (2.83) gives
(
Ne )~V = N
h
+3Te ,




Figure ~.7 shows a plot of F(Ne) = Nl- and F(Ne) = (1 - Ne)~ versus













Figure 2.5: A plot of the dispersion relation (2.80) for Ni, = 10- 3 at T; =
10-2 , supporting an acoustic-like mode only for very small k.
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Figure 2.6: A plot of the dispersion relation (2.80) for Ni; = 10-6 at T; =
10-2 . As the number density of the hot particles Ni; decreases, so does the
range of k that supports an acoustic type mode.
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limit which is at most 0.5. Hence letting Nh -7 0 (as discussed above) leads
to the breakdown of the assumption that the phase velocity is much smaller
than the thermal velocity of the hot particles, and thus is invalid under the
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Figure 2.7: A plot of F(Ne) = Nl (solid curve) and F(Ne) = (1 - Ne)'i
! 1






Most wave processes in nonlinear dispersive media can be represented as
a competition between nonlinear and dispersive effects in the evolution of
an initial disturbance. Nonlinearity, the dependence of the behaviour of a
wavepacket on its amplitude, results in the generation of harmonics with
greater wavenumbers , revealing its elf in a steepening of the wavepacket , ul-
timately leading to 'wavebreaking' : the collapse or breakdown of the wave.
Dispersion, the dependence of the phase velocity, ~ , of a component wave,
on its wavenumber k, results in the spreading of the wavepacket because of
phase mixing of the harmonics in time. Dispersion causes each new harmonic
generated by nonlinearity to travel at a different speed. This phase mixing
suppresses the infinite steepening of an initial disturbance which would oth-
erwise result in a nonlinear dispersionless medium.
A detailed equilibrium between nonlinear and dispersive effects is possible
in the acoustic wave mode, resulting in stable wave profiles that propagate
unchanged with time. These are acoustic solitons. It would appear perhaps
that such a balance is so critical that the formation of such profiles would be
rare, however the balance leads to stability, so that any initial finite distur-
bance in a nonlinear dispersive medium will generally form an ordered train
of solitons, in the limit as t --7 00 .
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(3.1)
3.2 Nonlinearity, dispersion and dissipation
As an introduction to the physics behind the Korteweg de Vries equation we
include a review of nonlinear, dispersive and dissipative systems as laid out
in Drazin & Johnson (1989). It is common practice to develop the concepts
of wave propagation from the simplest, although idealized, model for one
dimensional wave motion
fJ2u 2 fJ2 u
fJt2 - C fJx2 = 0,
where u(x, t) is the amplitude of the wave and c is a positive constant. This
equation has a simple, well known general solution, expressed in terms of
characteristic variables (x ± ct) as
U(x, t) = f(x - ct) + g(x + ct), (3.2)
where f and 9 are arbitrary functions, determined by the initial conditions
u(x,O) and aUh~'o). The solution (3.2) referred to as d'Alembert's solution,
describes two distinct waves; one moving to the left and one moving to the
right, both at speed c. These waves do not interact with themselves nor with
each other, a consequence of (3.1) being linear, and furthermore, they do not
change their shape as they propagate. To be more specific, we may restrict
ourselves to waves which propagate only in one direction, that is, solutions
of
Ut + U x = 0, (3.3)
with c = 1, and where short hand notation for partial derivatives has been
used. The general solution of (3.3) is
U(x, t) = f(x - t),
where f is an arbitrary function as before.
When wave equations are derived from general governing equations, cer-
tain simplifying assumptions are made, for example, that solutions do not
interact with themselves or each other, and that they do not change their
shape as they propagate, as mentioned above. In such extreme cases we
may derive equations (3.1) or (3.3). However, if the assumptions are less
extreme we may obtain equations which retain more of the physical detail,
for example: dispersion, dissipation or nonlinearity.
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The concept of dispersive waves is usually defined by a relationship be-
tween wand k of the form
w = w(k),
which is known as the dispersion relation. Consider the equation
Ut + Ux + Uxxx = o. (3.4)
This is the simplest linear dispersive wave equation. Assuming a simple
harmonic solution of the form
U(x, t) = ei(kx-wt),
it may be seen that u(x ,t) is a solution only if
(3.5)
(3.6)
This is the dispersion relation, which determines w(k) for given k. This
implies that
kx - wt = k[x - (1 - k2)t],
which describes a wave propagating at the velocity
W 2
k=l-k .
Thus a single wave profile which may be represented by the sum of just
two components of different wavenumber, each like solution (3.5), will change
its shape as time evolves by virtue of the different velocities of the two com-
ponents. To extend this interpretation to a general wavepacket we integrate
over all k to yield
U( x ,t) = i: A(k)ei(kx-wt)dk,
for some given A(k), the Fourier transform of u( x,O). The overall effect
is to produce a wave profile which changes its shape as it moves. Since
components of different wavenumber propagate at different frequencies , the
profile will spread out or disperse.
In dispersive systems, the dispersion relation may give complex w for real
k. This occurs for even derivatives of u with respect to x, for example
Ut + Ux - Uxx = O.
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(3.7)
With equation (3.5) this gives the dispersion relation
w = k - ik2 .
So
kx - wt = kx - (k - ik2 )t ,
and
is a solution of equation (3.7). This describes a wave which propagates at
a speed of unity for all k , but which also decays exponent ially for any real
k, as t -+ 00. This decay is known as dissipation. Thus we could have
an equation of both even and odd derivatives , describing both a dispersive
and dissipative medium. In this case the harmonic wave solution would
exhibit both dispersive and dissipative properties. Not only would the phase
velocity of the component wave depend on its wavelength (or wavenumber) ,
but so would its effective amplitude, which would be attenuated with time if
I(w) < O. If I(w) > 0, the effective amplitude of the component wave will
grow without bound with time, defining an instability.
If w = w(k) is a real function of a real k then neither dissipation nor
instability occurs. This pure dispersion is the case for the system defined in
Chapter 2: nonlinear electron-positron acoustic waves in an unmagnetized
plasma, modelled under fluid theory. This is not to say that our EP acous-
tic waves will not be damped, but rather that fluid theory fails to give an
accurate description of the damping mechanism. Under a kinetic analysis of
the four component EP plasma one would indeed obtain an imaginary com-
ponent in the dispersion relation, however this is beyond the scope of this
thesis.
Most wave equations like (3.1) and (3.3) are valid only for sufficiently
small amplitudes. If some account is taken of the amplitude, for a better
approximation to the true physical nature of wave motion, we may obtain
the nonlinear wave equation
Ut + (1 + u)U x = O. (3.8)
This equation embodies the simplest kind of nonlinearity, UUx ' The general
solution of (3.8) is
U(x, t) = f[x - (1+ u)t],
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(3.9)
where f is an arbitrary function. Now, given a wave profile u(x ,0) = f(x)
we must solve (3.9) for u. We obtain a single valued solution for u only for
a finite time, thereafter the solution will be non-unique. This multi-valued
solution can be described as a wave which has 'broken'. As time increases
the wave steepens, until its front becomes vertical. Thereafter the solution
is triple valued. Thus the solution must change its shape as it propagates.
What is occurring is the generation of higher order harmonics causing wave
steepening and finally wave breaking.
By making suitable assumptions in a given physical problem we may
obtain an equation containing both nonlinear and dispersive terms. The
simplest equat ion embodying nonlinearity and disp ersion is the Korteweg-de
Vries equation (Korteweg & de Vries 1895),
Ut + auux + buxx x = O.
3.3 Small amplitude nonlinear EP acoustic
waves
Among wide classes of general dispersive weakly nonlinear systems, when the
linearized dispersion relation has the form
w = ak + bk3 + ...
for small values of k, where a and b are real constants, then the original
system of nonlinear equations can often be reduced, in the small wavenumber
limit , to the Korteweg-de Vries equation, or in special cases to the modified
Korteweg-de Vries equation, if one considers small, finite amplitude waves
(Jeffery & Kakutani 1972).
3.3.1 The Korteweg-de Vries equation
The theory of Korteweg and de Vries (1895) has had a decisive influence on
the development of nonlinear wave theory. Korteweg and de Vries proposed
that the wave equations of a physical system may be reduced to a much
simpler form , while still retaining the essential features of the nonlinear phe-
nomenon. It is only necessary t o tackle nonlinear and dispersive terms with
the same degree of accuracy.
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Classical ion-electron plasmas propagate longitudinal, plane waves at or
near a characteristic sound speed Vs (acoustic type waves) . It can be seen
through the linear wave analysis of the various models of EP plasma in
Chapter 2, that given a medium consisting of species of slow and fast moving
particles 1 we obtain acoustic-like waves with a dispersion relation given in
the form of
w(k) = Vk, (3.10)
in the limit as k ----+ 0, where V = ~ represents the normalized electron-
Vh
positron sound speed. This indicates that at sufficiently long wavelengths
the waves all propagate at the same phase and group velocity. Equation
(3.10) has the form of the general dispersion relation for all linear, acoustic-
type waves in isotropic media, in the limit as k ----+ o.
Thus linear, long-wavelength acoustic modes propagate with little or no
dispersion and the group velocity ~~ is equal to the phase velocity, ~ such
that
OW W
ok = Vs = k·
Dispersion will, however, exist for k other than very small. We note that
equation (2.82) gives the general linear dispersion relation for the four com-
ponent electron-positron plasma model to be
W 2 = (Ne + 3T) k2 _ Ne k4
Nh e 2N~'
for k2 < 2Nh . In the limit as T; ----+ 0 this becomes
or in unnormalized terms,
(3.11)
1In order to obtain acoustic-like waves it is required that the particles in the medium
exhibit non-symmetric motion. Analogous to the ion acoustic oscillation, we must have an
ion-like "heavy" species, and an electron-like "light" species. In the case of multi-species
electron-positron plasmas, both electrons and positrons have the same mass. Thus it is
necessary to assume one species, at least, to be hot and thus Boltzmann distributed, effec-
tively inertialess, and one species, at least, to be cool and adiabatic, and thus "massive" .
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This equation has the form of the general small k dispersion relation for
acoustic waves (Chen 1984)
(3.12)
ith 2 (N) 2\2 (&) 2 d 2_ A(&)A2 v2WIt Vs = ~ WpADh = Nh Vh an { - 2Nh Nh Dh h·
Equation (3.12) reduces to
( Nc ) ~ (Nc)~ ( No ) 2 3W = - Vhk - - -- VhADhk.Nh Nh 4Nh
This suggests the following differential equation for u( x , t)




8t +Vs8x + 2vs 8x3 = 0,
which has the form of (3.4) , a linear, purely dispersive wave equation, leading
to unchecked spreading of the initial profile A(k) = u(x, 0).
If we replace the second term by the more general convective derivative,
introducing a nonlinear term in u(x , t) , we may combat the dispersion. That
is, in general form,
8u 8u 83u
aI 8t + a2U8x + a38x3 = o.
This is known as the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation, including dis-
persion and nonlinearity, allowing us to hope for a stationary, pulse-like so-
lution to exist, if the nonlinearity, which leads to wave steepening, can just
counteract the dispersion. Once steepening of waves occurs, the higher or-
der derivative (dispersive) term begins to play a role (Jeffrey & Kakutani
1972), acting as a check or balancing effect against the nonlinear steepening
of waves, resulting in an eventual steady state.
3.3.2 Derivation of the KdV equation
We will assume weak nonlinearity, so that the amplitude of the electrostatic
potential is small, I </J 1< 1, and that the perturbations in the densities and
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velocities are all small compared to unity. Employing reductive perturbation
techniques based on that of Washimi & Taniuti (1966) , we may derive the
evolutionary equations describing weakly nonlinear electron-positron acoustic
waves from the system of equations (2.63-2.66) describing the four compo-
nent fluid model.
Coordinate stretching
We follow the method of Leroy (1989) whereby a dispersive parameter (32 =
k2>.'hh' and an amplitude parameter E is introduced. Under the restrictions of
weakly nonlinear, long wavelength waves, we consider small amplitude waves,
so that the perturbations from equilibrium are small in comparison to unity,
taking into account only the first order O( E) deviation from linearity, and
weak dispersion, such that {32 « 1, so that both nonlinear and disp ersive
effects are of the same order of magnitude, that is (32 = O(E) (Leroy 1989).
We use a similar technique to that of Mace (1991) , in order to recover the
specific coordinate stretchings required in the reductive perturbation tech-
nique for the case of a four component electron-positron plasma. We may
write the linear dispersion relation (2.80) in the limit as T; -7 0 as
(
N ) ~ ( k2 )-~
W = N: 1 + 2N
h
k.
In the binomial limit 2~h < 1 this reduces to
(3.13)
If we consider plane waves, propagating from left to right in the x direc-
tion, so that the phase argument is kx - w(k)t , then
(3.14)
In unnormalized terms the above equation becomes
(3.15)
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where ADh = (47l"~te2) ~, and wp = (47l"~e2) ~. Recalling that V
1
(Z~) 2", in the limit as T; -+ 0, we have
[
X ] 3 No
kx - wt = (3 ADh - Vtwp + (3 4N
h
Vtwp ,
which implies the following coordinate stretchings
~ = (3(x - Vt), T = (33Vt. (3.16)
The parameter (3, a measure of the wave dispersion is considered small, (32 «
1 (Leroy 1989).
Now, the densities, velocities and electrostatic potential may be expanded
in terms of an equilibrium value, and a nonlinear perturbation. Higher order
amplitude factors are written in terms of a specific variable E, defining their
'strength'. If we choose Eso that (32 cv O(E) , we imply a relation between
the nonlinearity and the dispersion of the wavepacket, linking the opposing
effects so that a balance is attained. We may then write (3.16) as
1 3
~ = E2"(X - Vt), T = E2"Vt, (3.17)
where ~ and T are referred to as slow variables since it requires a large change
in x and t in order to change ~ and T appreciably (E « 1). This coordinate
stretching follows that of Verheest (1988).
Basic equations
An infinite, collisionless, unmagnetized electron-positron plasma with four
fluid components is described by the following one-dimensional, normalized
equations. The hot components are described by Maxwell- Boltzmann distri-
butions, their densities given by
(3.18)
which may be written in terms of an exponential power series
neh = Ns; (1 + cP + ~cP2 + )
nph = Nh (1 - cP + ~ cP2 - ) .
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(3.19)
The cool fluid components are described by the fluid equations of conti-
nuity and motion, with I c = 3,
(3.20)
aUjc . aUjc 3T njc anjc = _ Z .a<p (3.21)
at + uJc ax + c N; ax J ax '
where Zj = ~. The system of equations is closed by the Poisson equation
(3.22)
These equations are normalized as stated in (2.12).
The expanded form of the densities , velocities and electrostatic potential
is given by
Nc + Enjc1 + E2njc2 + ...
EUjc1 + E2Ujc2 + ...
E<Pl + E2<P2 + .. .
(3.23)
noting that <Po = Ujco = 0 and njco = N; at equilibrium. The deviations of
the macroscopic quantities from their equilibrium values are all at most of
order E, satisfying the requirement that perturbations are small compared to
unity.
The reductive perturbation technique
We follow the reductive perturbation technique (Washimi & Tanuiti 1966),
(Baboolal, Bharuthram & Hellberg 1989) and employ the spatial and tem-
poral stretched variables (3.17) (Verheest 1988)
1e= (;2 (x - Vt) ,
implying the following transformations
3
T = E2Vt ,
a 1 a 3 a- = -E2V- + E2V-
at ae Br'
to equations (3.20) , (3.21) and (3.22) to obtain
1 anjc 3 anjc 1 a
-E2V-- + E2V-- + E2- (no U· ) = 0





where we have expanded the hot particle densities in terms of (3.19) in the
transformed Poisson equation.
Expressing (3.24),(3.25) and (3.26) in terms of the expanded quantities
(3.23) we obtain
1.v [ anjcl + 2 a n j c2 + ] + ~ V [ a nicl + 2 a n j c2 + ]-E2 E E . . . E2 E E -- .. .ae ae Br Br
1 (N 2 ) [ Bu : 1 2 au ' 2 ]+E2 c + Enjc1 + E njc2 + ... E oec + E~ + ...
+ 1. ( + 2 + ) [ anjcl + 2 anjc2 + ]E2 EUjc1 E U j c2 . . . E~ E~ ...
=0,
o (EO) L.j z.», = 0,
o (El) 2Nh c/>1 - L.j Z jnj c1 = 0,
o (E2) a;$1 = 2Nh rP2 - L.j Z jnj c2 .
From (3.27) we have
o (E ~) - V 8 n j c1 N 8Ujc1 _











( 5) 8Ujc2 8Ujc1 8Ujc1 3Tc 8njc2 3Tc 8njc1 _ Z 8<p2o E2 -V~+Va:;:-+Ujc1~+ N
c
~+N;njc1~ - - j 8~·
(3.36)
At O(EO), equation (3.30) is simply the charge neutrality condition for




-Vu- I + -n° I = -Z·"'IJC N JC J'/' ,
C
which may be combined to yield expressions for njc1 and Ujc1 in terms of <PI
only
ZjNc




Ujc1 = V2 ~ 3T
c
<PI .




which, for <PI =1= 0, gives the O(E) dispersion relation in the limit as k --7 0,








Multiplying the O(d) equation (3.36) by Ne and rearranging we have
T
Onje2 _ N V OUje2 N V OUjc1 _ N . OUjc1 _ 3Te . Onjc1 _ Z .N Oep2
3 e----ar- - e ----ar- - e OT eUJc1 f)~ Ne nJc1 O~ J eO~ .
(3.41)
Substituting (3.40) into (3.41) gives
(3.42)
Using (3.37) and (3.38) in (3.42) gives
(3.43)
Considering the O(E2) equation (3.32), we obtain the derivative with re-
spect to ~,
(3.44)
Substituting (3.43) into (3.44) gives
(3.45)
Note that the coefficient of the !!Jt term is the same as in equation (3.39),
which, for epl =I- 0, is zero. Thus equation (3.45) reduces to
or
Oepl Oepl 03 epl
OT + aepl O~ + b oe = 0,
which is the Korteweg-de Vries equation, with a = ~ and b = j, where
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The sum in B reduces to
3Nc (y 2+ Tc) _ 3Nc (y2 + Tc) = 0
(y2 _ 3Tc )3 (y2 - 3Tc )3 '
which implies a = 0 and the KdV equation thus reduces to
which is purely dispersive, with no nonlinear term.
The reason for this loss of the nonlinear term is that, using the ordering
/32 = O(E) , the symmetry in mass and antisymmetry in charge between the
species leads to a balance between the terms forming B.
This brings to mind the study of the Korteweg-de Vries equation for
nonlinear ion-acoustic waves in a plasma cont aining contaminating negative
ions , derived by Das & Tagare (1975). Das et al. discovered that an in-
crease in the concentration of the negative ions r , causes the coefficient of
the nonlinear term (cP!J!;) to decrease, and eventually become negative at a
critical value r = rc. As a result , the KdV equation predicts the existence
of positive (compressive) solitons when r < rc, and negative (rarefactive)
solitons when r > rc. When r = rc the nonlinear term vanishes, so that
higher order nonlinearity must be included, which results in a modified KdV
equation (Watanabe 1984). The modified KdV equation has soliton solutions
(Verheest 1988) which allow for the existence of both negative and positive
solitons in the plasma.
3.3.3 The modified KdV equation
We thus need to consider a modified Korteweg-de Vries equation (Watanabe
1984) with a different stretching, that allows for a higher degree of nonlin-
earity, in order to obtain an evolutionary equation containing both quadratic
and cubic nonlinear terms on an equal footing. We follow Verheest (1988) ,
and employ a reductive perturbation technique with the following coordinate
stretchings
~ = E( X - Yt)
In this case the nonlinear parameter /32 = k 2Ab = 0 (E2). The stretchings
above, allow for the incorporation of even higher wavenumber harmonics in
the wavepacket , kADh r-;» E, as opposed to the KdV stretchings which have /32
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of order E. The larger wavenumbers admit stronger wave dispersion, which
for balance implies a greater degree of nonlinearity (Baboolal, Bharuthram
& Hellberg 1988).
The densities, velocities and electrostatic potential may then be expanded
in terms of the amplitude parameter E so that
njc N; + Enjc1 + E2njc2 + E3njc3 + ...
Ujc = EUjc1 + E2Ujc2 + E3Ujc3 + ...
cP = EcPl + E2cP2 + E3cP3 + ...
(3.46)
which in this case are expanded to 0(E3) .
Proceeding in the usual manner (Baboolal, Bharuthram & Hellberg 1988),
(cf. Appendix A for a complete derivation) we obtain to O( (2 )
(3.47)
where V , the normalized sound speed, satisfies the long-wavelength linear
dispersion relation
(3.48)
These equations (3.47) and (3.48) are expressions of the first order nonlinear
perturbations in U and n, and the dispersion relation obtained previously in
the derivation of the Korteweg-de Vries equation.
To 0(E3 ) we obtain
ZjNc 3ZJ Nc(V2+ Tc) 2
njc2 = V2 _ 3TccP2 + 2 (V2 _ 3Tc)3 cPl (3.49)
U. _ ZjV ZJV (V2+ 9Tc) 2
Jc2 - V2 _ 3TccP2 + 2 (V2 _ 3Tc)3 cPl' (3.50)
At 0(E4) we obtain from the continuity equation
V anjc1 _ anje3 aUjc3 ~ . . a _
aT V a~ + Ne a~ + a~ (nJc1UJe2) + a~ (nje2Ujcl) - 0, (3.51)
and from the equation of momentum
V aUjc1 _ V aUje3 ~ ( 3Teanje3 3Te a acP3
aT a~ + a~ Ujc1Uje2) + Ne --er: + N; a~ (njcl nje2) = -Zj a~ .
(3.52)
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Eliminating Ujc3 from (3.51), and using (3.47), (3.49) and (3.50) yields an
equation for {J~t, which when substituted into the O(E3 ) Poisson equation,
after partial differentiation with respect to ~ (increasing the order to O(E
4)
(Mace & Hellberg 1993a)), gives the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation
8</>1 + B 8</>~ + A 8
3
</>1 = 0
8T 8~ 8~3 '
where A =!
a
and B = Q, where
a
b = " Zj Ne (5V4 + 30TeV2 + 9T;) _ N h
7 2 (V2 - 3Tc)5 3
This mKdV equation, first derived by Watanabe (1984), has a cubic nonlin-
earity, rather than the familiar quadratic nonlinearity of the KdV equation.
Expanding the summations and noting that
from (3.48), the coefficients may be written as
(3.53)
B = _ (*)4 - 15 (*)2 - 180*Te - 432T;
12 (Ne+ 3T) (&)3 (3.54)
Nh c Nh
We note that these coefficients bare a striking resemblance to those obtained
by Mace & Hellberg (1993a) in their paper on the existence of stationary
electron acoustic double layers. The model they were considering is similar
to ours, in that it includes hot and cool electrons and cool ions. Thus the
similarity in coefficients is not unexpected.
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3.3.4 Stationary solutions to the mKdV equation
In order to obtain small amplitude soliton solutions to the mKdV equation
we follow Mace (1991) and define a stationary frame so that
</; = </;(v) = </;(~ - UT),
where U is some velocity. These solutions must satisfy the following boundary
conditions
d</; d2</;
</;, du ' dv2 -t 0, v -t 00.
to obtain a satisfactory soliton profile. Note, we have suppressed the sub-
script in </;1 for convenience. We may write the mKdV equation in the form
(3.55)
Equation (3.55) may then be integrated twice, using the boundary con-
ditions, to yield
(3.56)
Taking the square root of both sides of equation (3.56), and manipulating
gives an expression for v
(3.57)
for c some arbitrary constant.






which is of the standard form (Spiegel 1974)
/
dx _1( X)
.;x2 _ Q2 = cosh Q.
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Thus equation (3.58) yields the solution
(3.59)
Equation (3.59) may be rearranged to obtain an expression for <Pt, the
soliton profile, in terms of ~ and T (remembering that we have suppressed
the subscript in the derivation above)
(3.60)
3.4 Arbitrary amplitude theory
Nonlinear structures, in particular solitons, travelling in the x direction with
dimensionless velocity J.l are considered. We follow the analysis of Baboolal
et al. (1988) , so that equations (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17) , are transformed to
a frame stationary with respect to the soliton structures, through s = x - ui;
with :x = ts; %t = -J.lts so that all variables depend only on s. These
equations then become






2 = LL -Zjnjk J = e,p k = c.h. (3.63)
S j k
Equations (3.61) and (3.62) can then be integrated exactly with the
boundary conditions
1S 1-+ 00 : (3.64)
assuming that the plasma is undisturbed at I s 1-+ 00. These conditions
ensure that the solutions of the set of equat ions (3.61)-(3.63) are localized
in space, excluding infinite wavetrains.
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Integrating the continuity equation (3.61) with (3.64) gives





Substitution of (3.65) and (3.66) into (3.62) yields
(3.67)
and integration with (3.64) allows us to obtain an expression for njc from
(3.68)
which can be solved as a quadratic equation in nJc yielding
(3.69)
n;c = N; [(f..L2 - 2cjJ + 3Tc) ± J(f..L2 - 2cjJ + 3Tc? - 12f..L2Tc] . (3.70)
6Tc
Equations (3.69) and (3.70) are similar to those obtained by Mace, Baboo-
lal, Bharuthram and Hellberg 1991) in their investigation of electron acoustic
solitons in a two electron component plasma. The ± signs refer to the two
possible roots for nJc. The positive root is discarded as spurious, in order
that the equations (3.69) and (3.70) reduce to the correct form (Mace et al.
1991) in the limit at T; -+ 0 (cf. Appendix B).
3.4.1 The generalized Sagdeev potential
Continuing along the lines of Baboolal et al. (1988), Poisson's equation (3.63)
with (2.13), (2.14) and (3.69), (3.70) may be written as
d
2cjJ
_ N(,.f.. ) _ N </> () (-</» ( ) _ 8V(cjJ, f..L)
ds 2 - ,/-" f..L - he +nec cjJ, f..L - Nhe -npc cjJ, f..L = - 8cjJ ,(3.71)
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which defines the Sagdeev pseudo-potential V(1), p,) (Sagdeev 1966), with nee
and n pe found from the appropriate roots of (3.69) and (3.70) respectively.
Writing the LHS of expression (3.71) as :is [~(~f] one can integrate
both sides yielding
1 (d1» 22 ds + V(1), p,) = 0, (3.72)
with V(1),p,) given by
V(1),p,) = 2Nh(1- cosh 1» - 104> nee(1)' ,P,)d1>' + 104> npe(1)',p,)d1>'. (3.73)
Equation (3.72) represents the equation of motion of a particle of unit mass
moving with velocity ~ in a potential well V (1), p,) with pseudo-spatial co-
ordinate 1>.





V (1), p,) = aV~:'Il) = 0
V(1),p,) = 0
V(1),p,) < 0
at 1> = 0
at 1> = 1>0
for 0 < 11>1 < 11>01
(3.74)
where 1>0 is the soliton amplitude. Considering the classical mechanical anal-
ogy, conditions (3.74)(i),(ii) and (iii), ensure that the pseudo-particle with
coordinate 1> transits just once from 1> = 0 to 1> = 1>0 and back, coming to
rest at 1> = o.
It can be seen that (3.74)(i) implies the charge neutrality condition at
1> = 0, that is when s --? ±oo. Expanding condition (i) gives
(3.75)
Now under the boundary conditions as s --? ±oo, nj --? njo so (3.75) becomes
8V(1),p,)
81> = npo - neo = o.
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(3.76)





Solutions for solitons exist only for a specific range of Mach numbers. We
define the soliton speed relative to the thermal speed (via normalization) as
1-£ , so that
A lower limit for 1-£ is given by the condition that
(3.78)
that is, there exists a stationary rest point at cP = 0 (Baboolal, Bharuthram
& Hellberg 1990). Since
(3.79)
equation (3.78) becomes (cf. Appendix C)
yielding a lower limit for 1-£ as
(3.80)
Here the RHS of the equation is simply the normalized sound speed of the
wave, V (cf. equation (2.83) ) calculated from the linear dispersion relation,
in the long wavelength limit as k ----t O. Thus the soliton speed is always
greater than the sound speed V s of the wave. We follow convention (Chen
1984) and define a Mach number so that
1-£
M=V >1. (3.81)
A further , important restriction is imposed by the requirement that the
densities of the cool and hot species of elect rons and positrons
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be real, that is, the terms under the square root sign must be greater than or
equal to zero . It can be seen that the requirement of real densities imposes





In the limit as T; -7 0 this reduces to the condition
p,2 P,2
-- <""< -2 -'1'- 2 '
also found for ion acoustic solitons (Chen 1984).
The upper limit for M is imposed by the condition that the function
V (cP, p,) must cross the cP axis for some cP > cPo (Chen 1984) , so that the
pseudo-particle is reflected. That is
V (cP, p,) > 0, I cP I>I cPo I, (3.85)
(3.86)
for compressive and rarefactive solitons.
Since the integrals of the cool electron and positron density are compli-
cated we will consider the cold case where T; -7 0 to simplify matters. Since
we require V (cP ,p,) > 0 at some cP > cPo then V (cPmax) must be positive and
2
thus substituting cPmax = T for cP , (3.85) becomes (cf. Appendix D)
p,2
2Nh(cosh 2 - 1) < Nep,2(2 - v2).
Solving graphically for
M=--.,-
using the value Ne = 0.2, gives M < 1.53. This corresponds to the crit ical
Mach number of M < 1.6 (Chen 1984) for ion-acoustic solitons, and thus we
would expect a similar cut-off to exist in general.
Figure 3.1 shows the intercept of the functions defined by the left and











Figure 3.1: Plot showing the intercept of the functions defined by the left






where V = (~)"2 is the normalized sound speed in the limit as T; -+ 0,
for M over the range of Ne values gives us the Mach number cut-off at a
particular value of Ne. Figure 3.2 shows the Mach number cut-off for the
range of cool species density Ne.
These graphs indicate that the upper Mach number limit depends on
the cool species equilibrium number density, Ne. As Ne increases, the upper
Mach number limit decreases. This suggests that there exists a specific range
for Ne that is valid for the existence of significant Mach number solitons. This















Figure 3.2: Mach number cut-off for the range of cool species density Ne'




In this chapter we obtain solutions for both small and arbitrary amplitude
solitons, discussed in Chapter 3. These results are analysed graphically,
with emphasis on the existence domains for both rarefactive and compressive
solitons in cool species density and soliton amplitude space. Analysis of the
limits imposed by the choice of model indicates severe restrictions on the
existence of these solutions.
4.1 Small amplitude soliton solutions
The solution to the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation (3.60) is given by
where U is the soliton speed, in terms of the variables ~ and T , and A and
B are given by equations (3.53) and (3.54).
Now, in terms of the original variables
~ = E(X - Vt) ,
and recalling that c/J = Ec/Jl, cf. equation (3.23) we obtain an expression for
c/J, the soliton profile
(4.1)
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We have considered arbitrary amplitude solitons in the stationary frame s =
x - ui; thus we note that in the above equation
and with reference to equation (3.81) M = V,
(4.2)
Since the amplitude and speed of solitons are related, we may choose the
amplitude expansion parameter E, to be the Mach number excess, so that
Substituting this definition of E into equation (4.2) shows that the soliton
speed U, defined in terms of the stretched variables ~ and T , is equal to
unity in terms of the normalized units used to derive the mKdV equation
(Chen 1984) . Thus the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation admits a soliton
solution, whose profile is given as a function of Mach number M = V, cool
and hot species number density N e and N h , and temperature ratio ~~ , by
1 [ 1 ]2M-l 2 M-I "2 M
<P = ± ( (B )) sech ± ( A ) (x - V t ) , (4.3)
where A and B are defined in equations (3.53) and (3.54) . Since sech(x) is
even in x we may omit the ± in the square brackets of the above equation.
4.2 Small amplitude results
By simple substitution we may solve
(4.4)
for s, to obtain soliton amplitude profiles for specific values of Mach number ,
temperature ratio and cool species number density. Figure 4.1 shows a typical
mKdV compressive soliton profile.
We see that equation (4.4) takes the form of a solitary wave pulse, in













Figure 4.1: A typical mKdV compressive soliton profile. Parameters are
'T; = 10-4 , N e = 0.2 and M = 1.5.
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phase mixing of the Fourier components caused by wave dispersion. Soli-
tons with both positive and negative electrostatic potentials will exist since
the amplitude cPo is the square root of a constant which can be positive or
negative. The negative root gives rarefactive solitons, and the positive root ,





will have the same value for both roots , for the same values of M , N; and Tc ·
The amplitude of the soliton
_ (2(M -1))~cPo - ,, B
is proportional to the square root of the Mach number excess
~M=M-1,




is proportional to ~M-~. This means that larger amplitude solitons oc-
curring for higher Mach numbers , are narrower , and travel faster than their
smaller counterparts. This is a general characteristic of soliton solutions of
the KdV and mKdV equations. The Mach number M can thus be used to
specify the energy of a soliton. The larger the energy, the larger the speed
and amplitude, and the narrower the width. Figure 4.2 shows this relation
between soliton speed, amplitude and width.
The occurrence of solitons will depend on whether the initial disturbance
to the equilibrium plasma has enough energy, and the necessary phases (i.e.
harmonics), if not, a nonlinear wave will appear. If the initial disturbance
has the energy of several solitons, and the necessary phases, an N-soliton
solution can be gener ated. Thus a localized initial disturbance, with energy
and harmonics necessary for the formation of soliton structures, that evolves
according to the modified Korteweg de Vries equation, usually emerges as a
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Figure 4.2: shows the relation between soliton amplitude, speed and width.
The numbering on the curves refers to Mach number, M , and other param-
et ers are T; = 10- 4 , Ne = 0.2. It is evident that solitons with larger Mach
numbers have larger amplitudes, and are narrower.
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It is also interesting to note (cf. Figure 4.3) that a decrease in the ratio of
the temperatures Te results in an increase in soliton amplitude for a specific
Th '
value of Ne and M.
1
We may also plot cPo =1e(~-l))2I, where
(
N e ) 4 _ 15 (Ne)2 _ 180 NeT _ 432T2
B _ _ N h Nh Nh e e
- 12 (& + 3T) (&)3 '
Nh e Nh
over a range of Ne values , to obtain existence domains for mKdV solitons in
the space of amplitude cPo, and cool species number density Ne. Figure 4.4
and 4.5 show existence domains for T; values 10-2 and 10- 4 .
Regarding equation (4.5) , we note that in order for cPo to be real, 2(~-1) >
O. Since the Mach number M is greater than unity, cf. equation (3.81), this
implies that B > O. Considering the more simplistic case , in the limit as
T; -+ 0, B reduces to
(4.8)
Recalling that Ni, = 1 - Ne, the condition B > 0 implies an upper Ne cut-off
of Ne < 0.79. Thus, in the limit as T; -+ 0, a cool species number density
greater than 0.79 results in an imaginary soliton amplitude.
The cut-off at Ne = 0.79 for real soliton amplitude can be seen clearly
in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. It can also be noted from these figures that the
mKdV theory allows for solitons with Mach numbers greatly in excess of the
previously obtained cut-off value (cf. Section 3.4.2) M < 1.53. At such large
Mach numbers the soliton amplitude cPo tends asymptotically to infinity for
shorter and shorter Ne ranges. This is inappropriate since for mKdV solutions
we require small amplitudes.
In the mKdV derivation of soliton profiles to first degree nonlinearity, the
electrostatic potential is of order E, cP = EcPl' Similarly k)...Dh is of order E,
so cP f"V k)...Dh· However k 2)...bh « 1, so this implies that cP·« 1. Since cPo
is the amplitude, and thus the maximum value of cP, we have cPo « 1 by
the above deduction. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the existence domains for Te
values 10-2 and 10-4 with an upper cut-off of cPo = 1, an overestimate. Even
with this imposed upper cPo limit , these figures suggest that very large Mach
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Figure 4.3: For specific values of Mach number and cool species number
density, as we decrease the ratio of k, the amplitude of the soliton solution












Figure 4.4: mKdV soliton existence domains for temperature ratio ~ = 10-2 ,
in amplitude c/Jo - Ne cool species number density space. The numbering on
















Figure 4.5: mKdV soliton existence domains for t emperature ratio ~ = 10-4 ,
in amplitude cPo - Ne cool species number density space. The numbering on













Figure 4.6: mKdV soliton existence domains for temperature ratio ~~ = 10-2 ,
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Figure 4.7: mKdV soliton existence domains for temperature ratio ~~ = 10-4 ,
with the restriction cPo < 1 imposed. The numbering on the curves refers to
soliton Mach number.
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A more likely cut-off is provided by equation (4.6) which states that I::i.M =
M-I = (;2. Thus the Mach number excess is of order (;2 , and since (; « 1,
M-I « 1. This leads us to expect that solutions showing the existence
of solitons with Mach number in excess of M = 1.6 are non-physical, since
M « 2.
4.3 Numerical solutions
It was initially presumed that the Sagdeev potential equation
could not be solved analytically for non-zero temperatures , since it appeared
as if
1
nee = ;~e [(J.L2 + 2<jJ + 3Te) ± J (J.L2 + 2<jJ + 3Te}2 - 12J.L2Te] 2 , (4.9)
N 1
npc = J6~e [(J.L2 - 2<jJ + 3Te) ± J(J.L2 - 2<jJ + 3Te)2 - 12J.L2Te] 2, (4.10)
could not be integrated simply. Thus the Sagdeev potential was constructed
by numerical integration of nee(<jJ, J.L) and npe(<jJ, J.L), using Simpson's rule. The
following method used follows that found in 'Numerical Recipes for C' (Press
1988).
We consider the integral of the function f(x)
1= lb f( x)dx.
The interval [a ,b] is subdivided into a finite number of equally spaced sub-
intervals. These intervals may be denoted by XQ = a; Xl ; X2; ••• ; X n = b such
that
X i = XQ + ih i = 0; l ;··· ;n
where h is a constant step size. Now the function f(x) has known values at
the x/s
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Simpson's method of quadrature involves the addition of these values of the
integrand, under the conditions of the formula
r: 1 4 2 2 4 1 1
JXQ f(x)dx = h[3!I + 3fz + 313 + ... + 3fn- 2 + 3fn- l + 3fn]+ O(n4)
where 0 (;4) is the error term which signifies the difference between the
estimate and the true answer, and is of the order ;4 . For the interval [0, <p]
subdivided into twenty equally spaced sub-intervals, the error in the integral
of cool electron density, and cool positron density is of the order 10-6 .
The initial value <Po was then obtained by solving
V(<Po) = 0,
using Brent's Rootfinding method, for specific variables M, Tc ' Nc . In this
way existence regions for arbitrary amplitude solitons in the space of soliton
amplitude and cool species density were explored.
Brent's method solves the equation f(x) = 0 numerically for x. The al-
gorithm proceeds by iteration: starting at an approximate solution it will
improve on this trial solution until a specified convergence criterion is sat-
isfied. The initial 'guessed' solution is found by substitution of <P into the
Sagdeev potential V (<p) in steps beginning at <P = <P~ax, the maximum value
of <P for which nec and npc are real; until V (<Pi) becomes negative at some
<Pi. The algorithm then uses this value of <Pi and <Pmax as brackets, as long as
V(<Pi) < 0 and V(<Pmax) > o.
According to the Intermediate Value Theorem if V(<Pi) and V(<Pmax) have
opposite signs, then at least one root must lie between <Pi and <Pmax. The
algorithm finds the root by use of the Bisection method. Since it is known
that between V (<Pi) and V (<Pmax) the function passes through zero, because
it changes sign, the Bisection method evaluates the function at the mid-
point between <Pi and <Pmax. It then uses this midpoint to replace whichever
bracket has the same sign. Thus after each iteration the range between the
boundary points is halved, and this continues until the two limits converge
to within a certain tolerance, that is until the interval becomes smaller than
this tolerance. The tolerance specifies the accuracy of the solution: for ex-
ample convergence to within 10-6 , if the root is unity suggests a reasonable
accuracy, however if the root is 10- 10 and the tolerance is 10- 6 , that is the
algorithm halts when the interval is of order 10-6 , the root cannot be found
with any degree of accuracy. A reasonable tolerance is ~ (I Xl 1+ 1X2 I) where
E is the machine precision and Xl and X2 the initial brackets.
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The soliton profile was obtained by rearranging (3.72) to give
~~ = ±V-2V(<P,M),
and using the Runga-Kutta method to yield a potential profile of <P against
s, together with the assumption of <p(s = 0) = <Po, that is maxima or minima
occur at s = O. The Runga-Kutta method solves the differential equation (in
this case)
d<p 1
ds = F(s, <p) = ±[-2V(<p, M)]2, <p = <p(s),
for a specific value of M, with theboundary condition that <p(s = 0) = <Po,
using the Euler formula, that is
This advances a solution from <Pn to <Pn+l <Pn + h through an interval h.
The fourth order Runga-Kutta formula is as follows
k1 = hF(sn; <Pn)
k2 = hF(sn + ~; <Pn + k2
1
)
k3= hF(sn + ~; <Pn + kn
k« = hF(sn + h;<Pn + k3 )
1
<Pn+l = <Pn + "6[k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4 ]. (4.11)
The method thus generates <Pn+l using s., = nh in (4.11) for n = 0; 1;···; k,
where k is a suitable number of values for s.
4.4 Analytical solutions
It was subsequently discovered (Chatterjee & Roychoudhury 1995) that the
exact pseudopotential V(<p, M) in equation (3.73) can be obtained in the case





nje(</>, J-l) = ;~e [(J-l2 - Z j2</> + 3Te) - V(J-l2 - Zj2</> + 3Te)2 - 12J-l2Te] "2 ,
for Zj = ~ for j = e,p.
Following Chatterjee et al. (1995) we introduce two new variables
-I [JL
2
- Zj2</> + 3Te] -I8 j = cosh J 2 = cosh (Xj),
12J-l t;
or
h e . _ ._ J-l2 - Zj 2</> + 3Tecos J - XJ - J 2 .
12J-l t;
Differentiating both sides of equation (4.12) yields
and thus
(4.12)
J12J-l2Ted</> = - sinh 8 ·d82Z
j
J.
Expressing nje in terms of 8 using (4.12) gives
nje(8j, J-l) =~ [y'12J-l2Tecosh 8 j - V12J-l2Tecoslr' 8 j _ 12J-l2Te] t
= (12JL2Te): Ne [COSh 8 . _ . /coslr' 8. _ 1] t
{6Tef2 J V J
= (~) 4 Ne [cosh 8 j - sinh 8 j ]t ,
that is,
1 1
n: (8· 11.) = (£)4 N [eSj+e-S j _ e8 j_e-Sj]"2
Je J , r: 3Te e 2 2
(L) ~ ( e .)= 3T
e
Neexp -T .
Thus the integral of nje in terms of 8 j is as follows
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Recall equation (4.12): 8 j (<p ) = cosh-1 Xj. Now it is known (Spiegel
1974) that






XO = V121-£2Te ·
We may thus write the Sagdeev potential in closed form (Chatterjee et
al. 1995) as
with the integrals of the cool species densities given by (4.13) .
Existence domains of <Po, the soliton height over the range of cool number
species density Ne' for varying Mach number, could be found through sim-
ple substitution of variables: solving V (<Po) = 0 for specific values of Mach
number, cool species number density and temperature ratio ~.
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4.5 Arbitrary amplitude soliton solutions
Clearly the closed form of the Sagdeev potential, although elegant, needs
to be evaluated numerically for interpretation. In this section we discuss
numerical solutions ofV(</> ,j.L) , equat ion (4.14) , with the integrals of the cool
species densities given by (4.13). We recast all relevant equations in terms
of M instead of u, remembering that M = J.l 1 .
(Z~ +3T er
Figure 4.8 and 4.9 show a typical form of the Sagdeev potential V(</>,M) ,
and soliton profile for compressive and rarefactive solitons. It can be seen
that the Sagdeev potential
r I I ( r/> ') IV(</> ,M) = 2Nh (1 - cosh e + i o npe(</> , M)d</> - i o nee(</> ,M d</> ,
with (4.9) and (4.10), is an even function of </>, (Verheest , Hellberg, Gray &
Mace 1996). This is obvious if we consider n ee , given by equation (4.9) , to
be a function F(</» , then n pe , given by equation (4.10) , is just F( -</» , and
V(</> ,M) is thus even in </>.
The result of the even nature of V(</> ,M) is an exact symmetry in the
existence conditions of compressive and rarefactive solitons, evident in Fig-
ures 4.8 and 4.9. Due to the symmetrical nature of the soliton solutions we
shall, for simplicity, consider only the compressive case .
Figure 4.10 and 4.11 show the Sagdeev potential and corresponding soli-
ton profile for the specific variables M = 1.11, Ne = 0.5, for two temperature
ratios k = 10-2 and 10-4 . It is clear from the figures that as the tempera-
ture ratio k decreases, the height of the soliton, </>0, increases. Physically, an
increase in the temperature ratio k,causes an increase in the random kinetic
energies of the cool species electrons and positrons. This results in a greater
interpenetration between the hot and cool species, reducing the charge sepa-
ration needed to sustain soliton structures (Baboolal, Bharuthram & Hellberg
1988).
An increase in cool species temperature is equivalent to decreasing the
wave dispersion (cf. Figure 4.12). This leads to a consequent decrease in non-
linearity (for balance) and subsequent breakdown of the nonlinear structure,
(Baboolal et al. 1988).
For the case when T; ~ Th Landau damping should play a dominant
role. The phase velocity of the wave will lie within the cool species velocity
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Figure 4.8: Typical half profiles for compressive and rarefactive solitons .
Specific parameters ar e Mach number M = 1.11, cool species number density












Figure 4.9: Typical form of the Sagdeev potential V(cP ,M) for compressive
and rarefactive solitons. Specific parameters are Mach number M = 1.11,
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Figure 4.10: Sagdeev potentials for the specific variables M = 1.11, Ne = 0.5
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Figure 4.11: Soliton half profiles for the specific variables M = 1.11, Ne = 0.5
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Figure 4.12: Dispersion curves for different temperature ratios k 10-2
and 10- 4 , showing an decrease in dispersion as ~ increases.
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cool species particles match the phase velocity of the wave. These resonant
particles travel along with the wave, and do not see a rapidly fluctuating
electric field. They can therefore exchange energy with the wave effectively.
The slower moving resonant particles gain energy from the wave, which loses
energy and is damped (Chen 1984).
However, the model requires that
for the acoustic mode, else we cannot make the distinction between hot Boltz-
mann and cool adiabatic electrons and positrons. Thus allowing T; ~ Ti, is
prohibited. If we allowed T; to approach Th the cool particles could no longer
be regarded as adiabatic, and massive, but would have to be considered as
isothermal, Boltzmann distributions. The single species case of Boltzmann
electrons and positrons has been mentioned in Section 2.3.1 where it was
discovered that w is indeterminate. Thus by virtue of the lack of inertia of
the hot, isothermal particles, oscillations in this mode are unlikely.
Existence domains for solitons may be plotted in the space of soliton am-
plitude and cool species number density as shown in Figure 4.13, for a cool to
hot temperature ratio of 10-2 , and in Figure 4.14, for a ratio of 10-4 . How-
ever, it will be seen that our model of hot, isothermal Boltzmann particles,
and cool, adiabatic particles places severe constraints on the validity of the
existence of arbitrary amplitude solitons.
4.5.1 Limits imposed by the model
Restrictions on cP
The requirement that the densities of the cool and hot species of electrons
and positrons be real, imposes restrictions on the range of validity of the
electrostatic potential cP. In order for the densities
to be real, it is necessary that the terms under the square root sign must be
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Figure 4.13: Existence domains for solitons in the space of soliton amplitude
and cool species number density, for a cool to hot temperature ratio of 10- 2 •
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Figure 4.14: Existence domains for solitons in the space of soliton amplitude
and cool species number density, for a cool to hot temperature ratio of 10-4 .
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Rearranging in terms of cP yields
(4.15)
which, in the limit as T; ---7 0 reduces to the condition
/12 /12__ < A, < _
2 -'+'- 2 '
also found for ion acoustic solitons (Chen 1984).
In light of the electrostatic potential cut-offs defined in (4.15), it is evi-
dent that in order to obtain a typical Sagdeev potential it is necessary that
V(cPmax) > 0 in the case of compressive solitons, or V(cPmin) > 0 for rare-
factive solitons, for the possibility of a root cPo. Figure 4.15 shows typical
Sagdeev potentials over the range cP = 0 to cP = cPmax, for the existence curve
M = 1.13, ~~ = 10-2. The cut-off points at both ends of the existence curve
in Figure 4.13 are due to V(cPmax) being less than zero at the corresponding
value of N c •
Figure 4.16 shows a series of Sagdeev curves over the range cP = 0 to
cP = cPmax for M = 1.09, ~~ = 10- 2 for increasing N; values. It is thus
observed that as the number of the cool species of electrons and positrons
increases, a cut-off point is reached, above which solitons no longer form,
since they would require electrostatic potentials higher than the cPmax limit
imposed under the requirement of real electron-positron plasma densities, in
order for V (cP) to cross the cP axis . Thus physically, the existence curves in
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 terminate, due to the fact that we obtain imaginary
densities above these cut-off points.
Limits on density
The physical situation of soliton formation is best explained by a plot of the
natural logarithm of the positron density n p = nph + n pc and electron density
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Figure 4.15: Typical Sagdeev potentials for M = 1.13, ~~ = 10- 2 showing
the cut-off points owing to V (cPmax) being less than zero. The solution for
Ne = 0.68 is valid, whereas that for Ne = 0.79, is not since the value of cPmax
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Figure 4.16: A series of Sagdeev potentials for M = 1.09, ~~ = 10- 2 for
increasing Ne values (numbering on curves) . The exist ence cut-off occurs









Figure 4.17: Natural logarithm curves of electron density ne and positron
density np versus cP.
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which requires that np be less than ne so that the Sagdeev potential V (<p)
starts out with a negative curvature. Figure 4.17 shows the natural logarithm
curves for ne and np ' The In(np ) curve should start out below the In(ne ) curve
for small <p. As <P tends to <Po, V( <Po) = 0, implies that the areas under the
two curves In(np ) and In(ne ) must be equal. This suggests that at some
<p the In(np ) curve must cross the In(ne ) curve (at A). At this point where
In(ne ) = In(np ) , the Sagdeev potential has a minimum, corresponding to the
inflection point of the <p(s) soliton profile. When <p is large enough so that
the areas under the In(ne ) and In(np ) curves are equal, the soliton reaches a
peak of height <Po, and the In(ne ) and In(np ) curves are retraced as <p goes
back to zero. In order that densities are real the condition
(4.16)
or for the compressive case only
(4.17)
must hold. So in order to obtain a soliton, the positron density must exceed
the electron density, so that the area under both curves In(ne ) and In(np ) are
equal, at some <Po < <Pmax. Thus the low Mach number cut-offs, for example
(cf. Figure 4.13) the case of T; = 10- 2 has a cut-off at M < 1.2, are better
understood in light of the above explanation.
Figure 4.18 is a plot ofln(ne ) and In(np ) curves for M = 1.2 at T; = 10-2•
It can be seen clearly that the area under the In(np ) curve is far less than
that under the In(ne ) curve when the maximum <p cut-off is reached. Thus
no soliton solutions exist for M > 1.15 at ~ = 10-2 since the area under the
curves are never equal before <Pmax is reached.
Unlike ion-acoustic solitons, in which the charge separation arises from the
disparities in the densities of the ions and electrons, in the case of electron-
positron soliton solutions of the four component model, the charge separation
necessary for soliton formation arises because of the difference in the hot and
cool electron and hot and cool positron densities.
Figure 4.19 shows density plots for the cool and hot electron species,
for various Mach' numbers, and Figure 4.20 show similar density plots for
the cool and hot positron species, for various Mach numbers. It can be
seen that the cool electron species exhibits a depletion in density, whereas
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Figure 4.18: Natural logarithm curves of electron density In(ne ) (solid curve)
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Figure 4.19: Electron hot and cool density profiles versus 5 , over a range of
Mach numbers: M = 1.01,1.03,1.05,1.1 ,1.4. The Mach numbers increase
. in the order previously stated with increasing neh and decreasing nee' Other
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Figure 4.20: Positron hot and cool density profiles versus s, over a range of
Mach numbers: M = 1.01,1.03,1.05 ,1.1 ,1.4. The Mach numbers increase
in the order previously stated with increasing n pe and decreasing nph ' Other
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Figure 4.21: Total charge density profiles versus s, over a range of Mach
numbers: M = 1.01,1.03,1.05,1.1,1.4. The Mach numbers increase in the
order previously stated with increasing N. Other fixed parameters are Ne =
0.5 and ~ = 10-2 .
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Conversely, the cool positrons exhibit a density enhancement, and the hot
positrons a density depletion at the soliton centre. Finally, Figure 4.21 shows
a plot of the total charge density, indicating that the compressive electron-
positron acoustic soliton manifests itself as a slab of positive space charge
"sandwiched" between adjacent wedges of negative space charge.
Limits on temperature
We may approach the Mach number cut-offs in the existence domain dia-
grams 4.13 and 4.14 from a different perspective, that is, as caused by a limit
on the cool species temperature. Solving equation (3.82) for temperature
rather than cP gives
(4.18)
Note that equation (3.82) is in normalized form, and thus references to T;
actually imply the ratio between T; and Th , ~~.
Considering (4.18) it must follow that
since this is the maximum amplitude of a particular soliton. This indicates
that for a specific Mach number, a soliton with amplitude cPo, will only exist
for temperature ratios given by the above inequality.
4.5.2 The Boltzmann restriction
The most significant restriction placed on the solutions obtained under our
four component model is due to the assumption made that the hot species are
Boltzmann distributed. We assumed that the hot particles were essentially
'massless', effectively ignoring their inertia. This assumption is only justified
if the thermal speed of the hot components is much larger than the sound
speed of the waveform
Vh »vs ·
This inequality may be expressed in the form
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where et should be greater than 2, at least! Since speeds are normalized with
respect to the hot species thermal speed Vh, we may write
1
where V = Vs =.( Ne + 3T ) 2". As t; ---+ 0 we obtain the condition
Vh Nh e
1
Ne < 2 1
et +
This imposes an upper limit on the cool species number density of Ne :::; 0.2,
for an et of 2. As we really require et > 2, that would mean that the maximum
of Ne is actually even smaller.
Thus, in order to make the assumption of hot "massless" Boltzmann elec-
trons and positrons, we require very small number densities of cool electrons
and positrons at equilibrium (less than 20 % of the total equilibrium den-
sity!) .
Considering the curves in Figures 4.13 and 4.14, only the solid portion
of the curves are valid under this approximation. It is evident thus that this
restriction implies that only small amplitude solitons, cPo < 0.3, in the region
of cool species number density between zero and Ne = 0.2, are valid. This
suggests that the small amplitude mKdV perturbatory technique is sufficient
to describe the existence of solitons formed in an electron-positron plasma of
cool, adiabatic and hot isothermal particles.
Figure 4.22 shows a plot of Mach number M versus soliton amplitude cPo at
Ne = 0.2 the upper limit. This plot indicates that soliton amplitude increases
with increasing Mach number. It also indicates that larger amplitude solitons
with larger Mach numbers are possible only at small values of the ratio ~~.
We see that with a temperature ratio of ~~ = 0 (an academic case), we
obtain soliton solutions with Mach numbers greater than the other two cases
~~ = 10-2 and 10-4 , conforming to the upper limit of M < 1.53 as obtained
in Section 3.4.2 . This case of ~~ = 0 requires either T; = 0 or Th ---+ 00 . Since
we wish to have 'cool' particles, we may discard the former. A temperature
ratio of R- = 0 with Th ---+ 00 yielding larger Mach number cut-offs, seems
understandable in the light of the Boltzmann restriction, which requires
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or in unnormalized terms
Th » Tc ·
Thus the larger the difference between the temperatures of the cool and hot
species, the closer we are to achieving our Boltzmann requirement.
On the whole though, the soliton amplitude is rather small, cPo < 0.3,
suggesting that small amplitude modelling (mKdV) should be accurate. A
comparison of existence plots for both large and small (mKdV) solitons fol-
lows.
4.5.3 Comparison of mKdV and arbitrary amplitude
results
It is evident that the Boltzmann assumption for hot particles in our model
leads to a very limited range of validity of soliton solutions (in cP- Nec space).
The amplitudes of these physical solitons are small, cPo < 0.3. We thus specu-
late that the small amplitude mKdV analysis may be sufficiently accurate to
describe the nature of electron-positron solitons under the conditions of our
model. We present here a comparison of the small and arbitrary amplitude
soliton existence domains in order to examine whether this speculation is
indeed valid .
Figure 4.23 and 4.24 show existence domains for both mKdV and arbi-
trary amplitude solitons for temperature ratios ~~ = 10-2 and 10-4 respec-
tively. It is immediately apparent from the figures, that the two types of
curves are very similar. Closer examination shows, however, that at large
values of cool species number density N c ' the mKdV curves deviate quite
dramatically from their arbitrary amplitude counterparts. However, since
the range of validity is such that N; < 0.2, this is purely academic. On the
whole, the curves for temperature ratio 10-2 , compare more favorably than
those for k = 10-4 . This is simply because at larger temperature ratios,
the soliton amplitudes are larger, and the mKdV theory breaks down. There
is, in fact, very good correlation for lower Mach numbers (and hence smaller
amplitudes) in the ~~ = 10-4 case.
Figures 4.25 and 4.26 show comparisons of the small and arbitrary am-
plitude solutions within the range of validity specified by the hot Boltzmann
assumption. These figures make it clear that the mKdV theory is only valid
for soliton amplitudes cP < 0.06, above which, the correlation breaks down.















Figure 4.22: Mach number M versus soliton amplitude <Po at specific value
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of small and arbitrary amplitude soliton existence
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of small and arbitrary amplitude soliton existence
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of small and arbitrary amplitude soliton existence
domains for ~~ = 10-2 over the valid range Nee < 0.2. The numbers on the









Figure 4.26: Comparison of small and arbitrary amplitude soliton existence
domains for ~~ = 10-4 over the valid range Nee :s; 0.2. The numbers on the
curves refer to Mach number.
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M ::; 1.05, however at higher Mach numbers it consistently predicts solitons
with amplitudes smaller than the arbitrary amplitude solutions.
Most importantly, the mKdV theory does not incorporate the cut-offs
predicted by the arbitrary amplitude soliton theory, as described in Sections
4.5.1 and 4.5.2 . Thus, although it shows good correlation with the arbitrary
amplitude theory at low soliton amplitudes and Mach numbers, it does not






As discussed in Chapter 1, a commonly used model for the magnetosphere
of pulsars is an electron-positron plasma rotating in the pulsar magnetic
field. The original analysis in this thesis has been concerned with symmetric
electron-positron plasmas, in particular a four component fluid model. How-
ever it has been mentioned in the introductory chapter that studies of asym-
metric EP plasmas have been made by a number of authors (Bharuthram
1992; Pillay & Bharuthram 1992; Srinivas et al . 1996). In this chapter we
review the study of solitons in an asymmetric EP plasma conducted by Pillay
& Bharuthram (1992), and discover that the results obtained in this work
may be physically invalid in t he light of restrictions imposed by the choice
of model.
5.1 The four component asymmetric model
Pillay and Bharuthram (1992) invoke a fluid plasma model for the pulsar
magnetosphere, in which both the electron and positron populations are sub-
divided into two groups of distinct temperatures , one group modelling the
original (primary) EP pairs, and the other the higher energy (secondary)
cascade-bred pairs. The primary particles (electrons and positrons) are
treated strictly as cold fluids with T; = 0, whereas secondary (more ener-
getic) particles are described by Boltzmann distributions , which in view of
their higher energies, and thus t emperat ures, seems a reasonable assumption.
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The model used by Pillay et al. presents an asymmetry between the two
types of charged particles, in that the number densities Nee and N pe of the
cold electrons and positrons are not equal, similarly the hot electrons and
positrons have different number densities N eh and N ph, and different temper-
atures T; and Tp . In light of the electron-positron pair production mechanism
this scenario seems unlikely, since equal numbers of electrons and positrons
with equal energies are produced in the cascade process.
The symmetric model used in this thesis considers electrostatic solitons
when both electrons and positrons are treated on the same footing, the hot
particles by Boltzmann distributions at the same temperature Th , and the
cool particles by adiabatic fluids also at the same temperature Ti: However,
the situation described in the preceding paragraphs may be applicable in the
region outward of the vacuum gap where , owing to the potential in the gap,
one species of high energy particles may collect , and in this way their number
density may exceed that of their anti-particle. Thus it would be informative
to review the findings of Pillay et al. in the interest of completeness.
5.2 Basic equations
Pillay & Bharuthram (1992) consider an unmagnetized electron-positron
plasma consisting of a hot and cold fluid species each of electrons and
positrons with equilibrium number densities N eh, Nee' N ph and N pe respec-
tively. The condition of charge neutrality at equilibrium requires that
(5.1)
where No is the total equilibrium number density of the undisturbed plasma.
We follow Pillay et al . (1992) in their derivation of the equations describ-
ing their four component asymmetrical electron-positron plasma.
Both the hot electrons and positrons are assumed to be isothermal fluids,
whose densities are given by Boltzmann distributions
neh = N eh exp(</», (5.2)
nph = Nph exp( -O:ph</». (5.3)
The electrostatic potential </> is normalized with respect to the hot electron
temperature Te so that J= 'EP.T.e (the tilde is omitted as usual) and 0: h = Tee , P T.




The dynamics of the cold electron and positron fluids are governed by the
equations of continuity and momentum
8nje 8 (njeUje) _ 0
---at + 8x -,
8Uje 8Uje _ Z 8c/J (5 5)---at + Uje 8x - - j 8x ' .
where j = e(p) for electrons (positrons) and Zj = q:. The system of equations





= Neh exp(c/J) + nee - Nph exp(-aphc/J) - n pe' (5.6)
In equations (5.4)-(5.6) densities are normalized with respect to the total
equilibrium value No, velocities are normalized by the hot electron thermal
1 1
speed Veh = (~) 2, spatial lengths by the Debye length ADe = (47r'JJ
o
e2 ) 2, and
1
time by the inverse plasma frequency W;l = (47r-;;t2 ) -2. Also me = m p = m
is the mass of the electrons and positrons.
5.3 Linear acoustic waves
For a comparison with our own results, let us investigate the dispersion re-
lation of linear acoustic waves by the process of linearization of the system
of equations describing the four component asymmetric EP plasma.
Assuming that the amplitude of oscillation is small, we may use the pro-
cess of linearization (Chen 1984) in which higher order amplitude factors are
neglected. All variables are expressed in terms of their equilibrium value,
and a perturbation, denoted by a subscript I
N j k + njkl
Ujko + Ujkl
c/Jo + c/JI .
(5.7)
We assume an electrically neutral, uniform plasma at equilibrium before
perturbation, thus
• - A-. - 0 - anjko _ anjko
UJko - '1-'0 - - ax - at .
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(5.8)
The exponential term in (5.2) and (5.3) may be expanded so that
nph = Nph(l - O'-phcP + ...)
This becomes with (5.7) and (5.8)
(Neh + neh1) = Neh + Neh(cP1)
=} n eh1 = NehcP1·
(Nph + nph1) = Nph - O'-phNph(<P1)




Expanding (5.5), (5.4) and (5.6) with (5.7) and neglecting quadratic and
higher order terms gives
8Ujc1 _ Z 8<p1 (5.11)
{it - - j 8x '
8njc1 N . 8Ujc1 = 0 (5.12)
8t + J C 8x '
and
where Neh + Nec = 1 = Nph + Npc. Thus
82<p1
8x2 = (n eh1 + nec1) - (nph1 + n pc1) .
The perturbations are assumed to be sinusoidal, that is we consider a
Fourier mode (w, k)
Ujc1 exp[i(kx - wt)),
njcl exp[i(kx - wt)),
<$1 exp[i(kx - wt)),
(5.14)
where the variables with the tilde are the amplitudes of the sinusoidal vari-
ations. We omit the tilde for simplicity, in the following derivation.





Ujc1 = k N . '
JC
Further substitution of (5.16) into (5.15) gives
Finally substituting (5.18), (5.9) and (5.10) into (5.17) gives
k2 k2
- k2cPI = NehcPI - Nec2cPI + NphQphcPI - NpC2cPI,
W W
k2 k2
_k2 = Neh - Nec2 + NphQph - NpC2 ·w w






In the very long wavelength limit for k -+ 0 and with V as the normalized




5.4 Soliton solutions - the Sagdeev potential
Seeking stationary solutions of equations (5.4)-(5.6) in the stationary frame
s = x - p,t, where p, = E: is defined as the Mach number, for U the speed
Veh
of the soliton, Pillay et al. (1992) obtain the cold fluid normalized densities,





npc(</Y) = 1 ,
(J-L2 - 2</Y)2
under the assumed boundary conditions




as s --7 00, stipulating an undisturbed plasma at infinity.
Substituting (5.22) and (5.23) into Poisson's equation (5.6) and integrat-
ing over the chosen boundary conditions yields
~ (~) 2 + V(qi) = 0,
where the Sagdeev potential (Sagdeev 1966) is given by
V( </Y ,J-L) = Neh [1 - eCtP)j + ~[1- e(- OphtP)j
+Nec[J-L2 - J-LJJ-L2 + 2</y] + Npc[J-L2 - J-LJJ-L2 - 2</Y].






V(</y) = 8~~tP)l tP=o = 0
V(</Yo) = 0
8~~tP) ItP= tPo < (»0; </Yo < (»0
V(</y) < 0; 0 < I</YI < l</Yol
(5.25)
where </Yo is the soliton amplitude. For condition (5.25) (ii)(b) </Yo > «)0
refers to compressive (rarefactive) solitons.
The requirement of real densities places restrictions on the speed of the
soliton profiles cf. equations (5.22) and (5.23) which imply t he constraints
for compressive solitons, and
J-L2 > 2</Ym (5.26)
(5.27)




Pillay et al. (1992) numerically obtain both compressive and rarefactive soli-
ton solutions. Figures 5.1 (compressive case) and 5.2 (rarefactive case) are
reproductions of their results , showing the variation of soliton amplitude cPo
with normalized cold electron density, for different values of cold positron
density. For both the rarefactive and compressive case , the normalized soli-
ton speed is chosen as J-l = 1.2, and the ratio of hot species temperature
G:ph = ~e = 0.25, is such that the hot positron temperature is four times that
p
of the hot electrons.
The upper limit of soliton amplitude, cP = cPm' represented by the dotted
horizontal line in the figures , is associated with the restriction (5.26) and
(5.27), so that -~ < cPo < ~, preventing imaginary cold species densities.
5.5.1 The Boltzmann hot particle assumption
The assumption of Boltzmann hot particles leads to some rather stringent
restrictions on soliton existence, in much the same way as in Section 4.5.2.
We require that the thermal speed of the hot components be very much larger
than the sound speed of the waveform
Vj h » vs ,
where the Vj h is the thermal speed of the hot particles j = e(p). This
inequality may be expressed generally, as before, in the form
(5.28)
where the factor () should be greater than 2, at the very least. Since speeds
are normalized with respect to the hot electron thermal speed Veh, (5.28)
reduces to the condition
where V is given by (5.21).
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Figure 5.1: Existence domains for compressive solitons, obtained by Pillay
& Bharuthram (1992). Specific parameters are J-l = 1.2 and aph = 0.25. The
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Figure 5.2: Existence domains for rarefactive solitons, obtained by Pillay &
Bharuthram (1992). Specific parameters are J-L = 1.2 and O'.ph = 0.25. The
numbering on the curves refers to the cold positron number density.
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(5.31)
For Boltzmann positrons we have
that is,
(
N ee + Npe) 1
< - - 2"
N eh + NphO:ph O:ph(}
We may rearrange (5.30) and (5.31) with the normalized charge neutrality
condition
Nee + N,« = N pe + N ph = 1;
to obtain the following inequalities linking the cool particle number densi ty
and the constant (). For Boltzmann electrons
(5.32)
and for Boltzmann positrons
(5.33)
It is evident from (5.32) and (5.33) that Nee ,O:ph and N pe are inexorably
linked.




In order to have physical values of cool species number density it is neces-
sary that Nee ~ 0 and Npe ~ O. For Boltzmann electrons, rearranging (5.34)
so that
5Nee < (1 + O:ph) - (4 + O:ph)Npe ,
it is immediately obvious that
(5.36)
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for N ee 2: O. Similarly, rearranging (5.34) thus
we must have
(5.37)
for Npe 2: O.
On the other hand, for Boltzmann positrons, rearranging (5.35) so that
it is obvious that
for N ee 2: O.
1 + CXph
N pc ~ 5 = Npc(MAX) ,
CXph
Similarly, rearranging (5.35) thus
(5.38)
(5.39)
for Npc 2: O.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show plots of these maximum values of N pe and N ee
for varying temperature ratios, CXph , for both electron and positron Boltz-
mann restrictions. Figure 5.3 shows that for values of CXph > 1, the N pe
cut-off imposed by the assumption of Boltzmann positrons, tends to a value
of Npe(MAX) = 0.2 as CXph -+ 00, whereas the cut-off value imposed by the
assumption of Boltzmann electrons, tends to unity. Since both conditions
must be satisfied, we have in general, an imposed cold positron density cut-
off of N pe ~ 0.2. Similarly, Figure 5.4 shows that the Nee cut-off, imposed by
Boltzmann electrons, tends to infinity as CXph -+ 00, and Nec(MAX) -+ 0.25,for
Boltzmann positrons. Again, since both the electron and positron Boltzmann
conditions must hold true, we have, in general, N ee ~ 0.25.
We see thus that the assumption of Boltzmann hot particles leads to
severe restrictions on the allowed numbers of cool particles. The Boltzmann
assumption will only apply then, in the case of very hot electrons (Veh -+ 00),
if there exists only very small equilibrium numbers of cold electrons and
positrons (less than or equal to 20%-25% of the equilibrium plasma density).
This corresponds to the requirement of very high percentages (75% - 80%) of
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Figure 5.3: Maximum values for Nee for varying O'.ph, the solid curve refers















Figure 5.4: Maximum values for Nee for varying O'.ph l the solid curve refers
to the electron Boltzmann restriction and the dashed curve to the positron
Boltzmann restriction.
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hot particles at equilibrium, if their Boltzmann nature is to be valid as ~e --+
p
00. This seems to suggest that at high temperature ratios the hot particles
tend to play the dominant part in soliton formation, with the cool particles
having very little effect. Perhaps we should question this assumption of
Qph --+ 00, however. Remembering that Qph = ~e, represents the temperature
p
ratio of the hot particles, if we then consider Qph --+ 00, this suggests that
either T; --+ 00, or Tp --+ O. In either case, with such large temperature
differences, it would be more probable then to describe the positron species
as adiabatic, in relation to the much hotter electrons. Such high Qph'S are
thus invalid under the twin Boltzmann model. This does not cast doubt
on the cold species density limits discussed above, however, since these hold
even at relatively small temperature ratios (Qph = 2 --+ 5).
It is also interesting to note, that in the range Qph > 1, it is the cold
positron Boltzmann restriction which provides the cold species limits, in
both cases.
As Qph --+ 0, Npe(MAX) --+ 0.25, and Nee(MAX) --+ 0.2. Again, this is a
limiting case and is questionable in terms of the twin Boltzmann model.
Worthy of note is the case for Qph = 1 iT; = Tp ) where both Npe(MAX)
and Nee(MAX) reach a maximum value of 0.4. It might then be valuable
to investigate the case of equal temperature hot electrons and positrons to
optimise the soliton solution existence space. It is also interesting to note
that for Qph = 1 both electron and positron Boltzmann conditions reduce to
(5.40)
so that the curves in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 intersect.
Let us first see what effect the restrictions (5.34) and (5.35) have on those
results obtained by Pillay & Bharuthram (1992). Figure 5.1 shows a range
of N pe existence curves for compressive solitons, in cPo - Nee space, using a
Mach number Jj = 1.2 and a temperature ratio of Qph = ~e = 0.25, that is,
the hot positrons are four times hotter than the hot electrons. Using this
value of Qph in equations (5.36), (5.37), (5.38) and (5.39) we find for
and for
Nee> 0 ::::} N pe ::; 0.29




Note that both of the above restrictions result from the electron Boltzmann
condition. The positron Boltzmann condition gives higher cut-off values, but
since both conditions must hold true, we take the minimum of both sets of
cut-offs. We can see that these two restrictions together imply that the entire
figure is invalid, since at low values of N ee ' only solutions with high values of
Npe are found . We then attempt to find valid curves for lower f.l, values.
5.5.2 Some valid results
Trying solutions with lower f.l, values , we find that solutions exist for f.l, < 1.
We follow the method of Baboolal et al. (1990) to obtain a condition for a
stationary rest point at cjJ = 0, which should lead to an lower f.l, limit. For
the existence of a stationary rest point at cjJ = 0
Since
(5.43)
{}2V (cjJ , f.l,)
{}cjJ2
equation (5.43) becomes with (5.24)
(5.44)
(5.45)
yielding a lower limit for f.l, as
(
N ee + N pe ) ~
f.l, > N eh + OtphNph
Here the RHS of the equation is simply the normalized sound speed of the
wave, V, cf. equation (5.21) , calculated from the linear dispersion relation
in the long wavelength limit as k ----t O. In order to better correlate Pillay et
al. 's results with those obtained in the symmetric model, let us introduce a
Mach number so that
M=~
V '
as we did in Section 3.4.2, so that soliton speeds are measured with respect
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Figure 5.5: Existence domains for compressive solitons, in cold electron num-
ber density - soliton amplitude space. Parameters for the curves are M = 1.2
and G-ph = 1. The numbering on the curves refers to cold positron number
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Figure 5.6: Existence domains for rarefactive solitons, in soliton amplitude -
cold electron number density space. Parameters for the curves are M = 1.2
and G.ph = 1. The numbering on the curves refers to cold positron number
density, Npc '
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Let us now consider the case of O:ph = 1, in order to maximise the soliton
existence domain. Using a Mach number M = 1.2, we find solutions shown
in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 for compressive and rarefactive solitons, respectively.
At first sight it may appear as if these solutions are in complete contra-
diction to the Pillay et al. results. However, it must be borne in mind that
our definition of soliton Mach number M is different to that of Pillay et al.
We have defined M, so that
1
M ( Nee + N pe ) 2"
f1 = N eh + O:phNph '
and thus for a constant M and N pe, as Nee changes so does the value u. This
value f1 was previously held constant by Pillay et al. Thus the normalization
of f1 with respect to the normalized sound speed V, changes the shape of the
curves to a large degree.
Figure 5.5 shows existence curves in Nee - <Po space for the compressive
case , with parameters M = 1.2, and O:ph = 1. The cut-offs (excluding N pe =
0.05) in the figure are due to the Boltzmann restrictions, so that for a specific
value of N pe the curve terminates for a value of Nee satisfying
2
Nee < "5 - N pe.
The curve for Npe = 0.05 terminates due to the fact that V(<Pm, M) < 0,
preventing complete the return of the pseudo-particle via reflection in the
potential well of V(<p, M), and thus not allowing for fully formed soliton
solutions at higher Nee values.
The dotted curve shows the corresponding existence curve for M = 1.2 for
our symmetric case. It is clear that this curve and the Pillay et al. curve for
N pe = 0.1 intersect when Nee = 0.1 (the same occurs for Nee = N pe = 0.2).
At these points Nee = N pe and the Pillay et al. (1992) model becomes
our symmetric model in the limit as T; -+ O. This would be the case for all
Nee = N pe, however, as the value of N pe increases, so the Nee cut-off decreases.
Figure 5.6 shows the rarefactive case where it can be seen that our curve and
the Pillay Npe = 0.1 curve coincide at exactly the same soliton amplitude <Po
for Nee = 0.1 also. Thus the symmetry is restored. For the rarefactive case
the left hand cut-offs are due to V(<Pm, M) < 0, and the right hand cut-offs
due to the Boltzmann cool density condition (5.40).
In light of these results it is once again evident, as in the case for sym-
metric EP plasmas, that the assumption of Boltzmann hot particles severely
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restricts the range of validity of soliton solutions. We find for the asymmet-
ric case , that valid solutions are found only for small cold species densities.
Only small amplitude soliton solutions are found (<Po < 0.2). We also find
that the cold positron and electron number densities are directly related to
the existence of solitons, in that , as the positron number density increases, so





This thesis has been largely concerned with nonlinear electrostatic electron-
positron acoustic waves, in particular solitons. We attempted to model the
magnetosphere of a pulsar, which is considered (Goldreich & Julian 1969;
Beskin 1993) to consist of an electron-positron plasma of primary particles
produced near the surface of the pulsar, and secondary particles, cascade-
bred in the vacuum gap. The cascade process relies on two distinct pair pro-
duction mechanisms: curvature radiation, producing first generation pairs,
and synchroradiation, producing second generation electrons and positrons.
The energy ratio of the particles created by these two processes is given by
(Beskin 1993)
cmin f'o.J 10: f'o.J 10-4.
cmax 10
We applied a four component symmetric fluid model of a nonrelativistic
unmagnetized plasma, consisting of species of hot Boltzmann and cool adi-
abatic electrons and positrons, to describe the pulsar magnetosphere. The
hot Boltzmann electrons and positrons, at temperature Th , and number den-
sity Nh , model the secondary (first-generation) particles born of curvature
radiation, and the cool adiabatic electrons and positrons, at temperature Te ,
and number density Ne' model the secondary (second-generation) particles
born of synchroradiation. We assumed that the plasma was unmagnetized,
which, in light of the large pulsar magnetic field, required justification. The
motion of the particles along the magnetic field lines is mainly longitudinal
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(Kaplan, Tsytovich & Ter Haar 1972), thus in their reference frame, they do
not "see" a magnetic field.
We investigated linear electron-positron waves, considering five plasma
models for completeness. The simplest model was the single species pair
plasma of electrons and positrons of the same type. The assumption of
isothermal, Boltzmann distributed particles, implies that we may ignore their
mass, and in retrospect, the resulting dispersion relation of indeterminate w,
seems obvious, since particle oscillations require a restoring force, and thus
inertia. Since we found no wave with low phase velocity, v</> « Vth, we thus
investigated high velocity linear waves (v</> » Vth) in a simple pair plasma of
cool adiabatic electrons and positrons, obtaining a dispersion relation of the
form as that of an electron plasma wave. The final simple plasma consisted
of isothermal electrons, and adiabatic positrons. This model was purely aca-
demic, since we are of the belief that the pulsar pair production mechanisms
result in pairs of the same energy, and thus temperature. We obtained a
wave of the form w = u.k, with sound speed Vh » Vs » Vc (Watanabe et
al . 1977), which is clearly analogous to the usual electron-acoustic wave. We
reviewed a more complex, asymmetric three component model (Srinivas et
al. 1996) of cold inertial electron and positron fluids, with a component of
energetic isothermal positrons, resulting in a linear acoustic mode. Finally
we considered linear waves with respect to our symmetric four component
model. We obtained a dispersion relation of the form of an acoustic mode,
with sound speed Vs = Vh(Z: + 3Tc)~, in the long wavelength limit. As the
number density of the cool particles Ne tends to zero, this dispersion relation
becomes purely acoustic, whereas as N h ---t 0, the plasma begins to support a
plasma-like wave. Our assumption of Vh » Vs » Vc (Watanabe et al. 1977)
prohibits the latter limiting case, however, prescribing an upper limit on the
1
cool species density given by (Z:)"2 « 1.
We then considered nonlinear electron-positron waves, of both small and
arbitrary amplitude. We derived a Korteweg-de Vries equation to investi-
gate small, finite amplitude waves, but found that the reductive perturba-
tion technique (Washimi & Taniuti 1966; Baboolal, Bharuthram & Hellberg
1989) resulted in a purely dispersive equation, with no nonlinear term. We
thus followed Das et al. (1975) and Verheest (1988) and considered higher
orders of nonlinearity, obtaining a modified KdV equation (Watanabe 1984).
Stationary solutions to this mKdV equation were of the form of a soliton
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profile
_ (2(M -1))~ h [(M -1)~ ]cjJ - ± B sec AS ,
in terms of a defined a Mach number M = {7, where J-L is the normalized
soliton speed, and V the normalized sound speed of the linear acoustic wave
above. A and B were defined as the coefficients of the mKdV equation.
Arbitrary amplitude soliton solutions could then be obtained via the gen-
eralized Sagdeev potential V(cjJ , M) (Sagdeev 1966)
V( cjJ ,M) = 2Nh (1 - cosh cjJ) - Io
cP
nec(s ,M)dcjJ' +! npc(cjJ', M)dcjJ',
with
and M = {7 . In order for soliton solutions, V(cjJrnax , M) > 0, that is, the
function V (cjJ , M) must cross the cjJ axis for some cjJ > 0 (Chen 1984). This
condition places restrictions on the soliton Mach number, so that for the
existence of solitons in our four component electron-positron plasma, we
require M < 1.53.
It was thought initially that the Sagdeev potential could not be solved
analytically, and thus it would be necessary to attempt numerical analysis
using algorithms to approximate the integrals. However it was discovered
(Chatterjee et al. 1994) , that the exact pseudopotential V (cjJ , M) could be
obtained in the case of non-zero temperature, in analytic form. Numerical
analysis of this closed potential yielded both rarefactive and compressive
solitons. The even nature of V (cjJ , M) with respect to cjJ , resulted in an exact
symmetry in the profiles and potentials of the compressive and rarefactive
soliton solutions ofthe same Mach number, number density and temperature.
We considered the existence domains of solitons at temperature ratios ~ =
, 1h
10-2 and 10-4 , in accordance with the ratio of particle energies described
above. Cut-offs for these Mach number curves in amplitude-cool species
number density space are imposed due to the condition that the particle
densities must be real. We found that at lower temperature ratios, with
the same values of Mach number and number density, the amplitude of the
soliton increases. Physically, the smaller amplitudes at higher t emperature
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ratios may be understood in terms of increased kinetic energy of the cool
species electrons and positrons, leading to greater interpenetration between
the hot and cool species. This reduces the charge separation required the
sustain soliton structures (Baboolal, Bharuthram & Hellberg 1988).
Perhaps the most important result obtained in this thesis is the limiting
effect on the existence of soliton solutions owing to the assumption of isother-
mal Boltzmann hot particles. In order to make this assumption, the thermal
speed of the hot particles must be very much larger than the sound speed of
a waveform supported by the plasma, Vh » VS. We expressed this inequality
in terms of a constant a, such that Vh > avs , where a should be large, but at
least greater than 2. This imposed an upper limit on the cool species num-
ber density, so that Ne < a2~1' which for an a = 2 gives Ne < 0.2, a very
small range of validity in density space. Thus all soliton existence domains
are subject to this cut-off. The soliton solutions that are valid under this
restriction are of small amplitude, <Po < 0.25. We conducted a comparison
between the small and arbitrary amplitude results , in an attempt to discover
if the mKdV theory was sufficient to describe the existence of solitons in
our electron-positron plasma. We found that correlation was very good at
a temperature ratio ~ = 10-2 , but less so at 10- 4 . The small amplitude
theory is very accurate, at smaller Mach numbers of M :::; 1.05, but at higher
Mach numbers (and thus amplitudes) it consistently predicts solitons with
amplitudes smaller than the arbitrary amplitude solutions. Importantly, it
does not incorporate the cut-offs predicted by the arbitrary amplitude soli-
ton theory, mentioned above, and thus it does not give a true picture of the
nature of soliton existence.
Finally we considered asymmetric electron-positron plasmas, reviewing
a four component fluid plasma model (Pillay et al. 1992) in which both
electrons and positrons are subdivided into two groups: one at a temperature
T; = 0, and another, Boltzmann distributed, at T, (j = e,p). The model is
asymmetric, in that the number densities Nee and Npe, of the cold electrons
and positrons are not equal; similarly the hot electrons and positrons have
different number densities Neh and Nph , at temperatures T; and Tp- Although
unlikely, in light of pair production mechanisms producing equal numbers of
particles at equal temperatures, this scenario may be applicable in the region
of the pulsar magnetosphere, above the vacuum gap. Reproducing the results
obtained by Pillay et al. (1992) , we then applied the Boltzmann restriction
Vh > ()V S , for () = 2. Once again this condition leads to severe upper limits
on the cool species density, given by the equations for Boltzmann electrons
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and positrons respectively,
h L-were Ctph = T'p '
In conclusion, thus , it is of great import to be aware of the consequences
of assumptions made in the choice of model, as they have a significant effect
on the domain of solutions obtained.
6.2 Limitations of the present and sugges-
tions for further research
6.2.1 Relativistic plasmas
We have remarked earlier that the model used in this thesis, namely the
non-relativistic four component model, is a simplistic representation of the
physics behind pulsar magnetospheres. According to Ruderman & Suther-
land (1975) (and the majority of authors) the pulsar magnetosphereis domi-
nated by a relativistic electron-positron plasma. Thus it would be of interest
to consider relativistic effects when considering a model of a pulsar magneto-
sphere. In fact , both electromagnetic (Mikhailovskii 1980; Sakai & Kawata
1980; Vu, Shukla & Rao 1984; Yu & Rao 1985; Mofiz, de Angelis & Forlani
1985; Mikhailovskii, Onishchenko & Tatarinov 1985; Mofiz & Mamun 1993;
Tsintsadze & Berezhiani 1993; Shukla 1993; Verheest 1996a; Verheest &
Lakhina 1996) and longitudinal (Lominadze, Mikhailovskii & Sagdeev 1979;
Mamradze, Machabeli & Melikidze 1980; Sakai & Kawata 1980; Tsintsadze
1992) waves in relativistic electron-positron plasmas have been investigated
extensively in the literature, to this end.
Specifically, electron-acoustic solitons in weakly relativistic plasmas have
been investigated (Mace, Hellberg, Bharuthram & Baboolal 1992). Small
(KdV) and arbitrary amplitude analyses, considering a plasma consisting of
relativistically streaming fluid components and a hot Boltzmann component,
yield only rarefactive acoustic soliton solutions. Relativistic beam effects are
shown to increase the soliton amplitude beyond its nonrelativistic value, and
a finite cool-electron temperature destroys the balance between nonlinearity
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and dispersion. Our study of electron-positron acoustic waves could simi-
larly be expanded to include weakly relativistic effects, and thus consider
similarities with or disparities from the electron-acoustic model.
6.2.2 Relativistic kinetic theory
Further relativistic study could involve kinetic theory, specifically with re-
gard to particles with Lorentzian velocity distributions. Space plasmas fre-
quently contain superthermal particles, accelerated to velocities greater than
the thermal velocity, by mechanisms such as Fermi acceleration by shock
waves (Drury 1983), and nonlinear acceleration by EM waves (pertinent to
pulsar plasmas). These acceleration mechanisms remove particles from the
thermal 'hump' of the distribution increasing their velocity into the region
v > Vth, so that they reside in the tail. The particle distributions which result
from such acceleration mechanisms usually have the form of a power law
for v > Vth where v is the magnitude of the particle velocity and o, some real
constant. The velocity distribution then takes the form (Summers & Thorne
1991)
_~r(K+1) ( v 2 )-(/<,+1)
f(v) = (1rK(}) 2 r(K _ ~) 1 + K(}2
where (}2 = (2/<,;3) (~) is a modified thermal speed and T{z] is the gamma
function. This kappa distribution is employed to define a dispersion function
(Summers & Thorne 1991) dependent on K, analogous to the Fried & Conte
Z function. The parameter K, which must be integer valued, and exceed ~ for
() > 0 (Summers & Thorne 1991) is a measure of the inverse of the efficiency
of the acceleration mechanism, the smaller the value of K the larger the tail
of the distribution. In the limit as K -+ 00 the distribution function reduces
to the three dimensional Maxwellian, and thus represents the cut-off for the
acceleration mechanism.
Such enhanced superthermal particle distributions give rise to some inter-
esting wave physics, specifically the significant damping of Langmuir oscilla-
tions (Summers & Thorne 1991; Mace & Hellberg 1995). The superthermal
electrons couple strongly to the Langmuir waves with large phase velocities
(or small wavenumbers) resulting in strong Landau damping in this k region.
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Mace & Hellberg (1995) have also introduced a more general ZK, dispersion
function removing the constraint that K, be an integer. The ZK, function
plays an important role in the dispersion relation of waves and instabilities
in plasmas, and it would be worthwhile to extend our model of the electron-
positron pulsar plasma to include the effects of superthermal particles.
6.2.3 Dusty plasmas
In recent years there has been growing interest in the study of dusty plasmas
(Verheest 1993, 1996b; Mace & Hellberg 1993b, 1993c). Dusty plasmas con-
tain charged dust grains besides the usual constituents of normal plasmas.
These dust grains are the natural extension of clusters of molecules. Most of
the solid matter in the universe may be represented by grains of dust. These
dust particles having charge, will thus be subject to the influence of elec-
tromagnetic phenomena. When dust is introduced into a standard plasma
it becomes negatively charged (in the absence of charging effects other than
the plasma), since the electron flux to the dust particle surface is larger than
the ion flux, because of the electron's higher thermal speed. In order for
electromagnetic forces to become significant, the dust particles must be no
larger than micrometre size. If the dust number density is such that the
average intergrain distance is comparable with the Debye length, then col-
lective effects among the dust grains (Whipple et al. 1985), may lead to new
low-frequency wave modes (Rao et al. 1990). Linear and weakly nonlinear
properties of the dust-acoustic wave have been investigated (Rao et al. 1990)
as well as dust-acoustic double layers and solitons (Mace & Hellberg 1993b,
1993c; Verheest 1993). Perhaps the inclusion of dust in the electron-positron
plasma can remove the inherent symmetry which prevents the existence of
acoustic double layer solutions (cf. Bharuthram 1992).
6.2.4 The early Universe
An alternative path of study could involve the investigation of the behaviour
of electron-positron plasma in the early Universe. As is well known, condi-
tions at t = 1O-2s to the time of recombination, at t = 1014S, are such that
the matter content in the Universe will be in the form of plasma. Before
t = 1s the plasma is dominated by electrons and positrons, whereafter it
would consist of electrons and protons, with an admixture of ions of other
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light elements. The plasma is believed to be in thermal equilibrium with
photons (Weinberg 1972), thus prompting the term "radiation epoch".
Plasma theory and Cosmology have not met well in the past. This is
perhaps due to the importance of general relativity and the role of gravity
in Cosmology. The early Universe is subject to high rates of expansion, with
the result that general relativity will have a significant effect on the physics.
However, existing plasma theories are based on Newtonian physics, with the
inclusion of some special relativity. Herein lies the rub. It would be neces-
sary to incorporate general-relativistic effects into the analytical methods of
plasma processes. The solution to this problem is provided by Thorne and
Macdonald (1982) who have written the general-relativistic electromagnetic
equations in a form similar to the Newtonian equivalent. This allows for an
understanding of general relativistic plasmas without the need to discard the
prior Newtonian methods.
A summary of the analysis of linear collective phenomena pertaining
to general relativistic plasmas in the early Universe (Ho1comb & Tajima
1989) follows. Ho1comb et al. assume that the plasma exists in a space-time
described by the standard solution for a radiation dominated Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker cosmology. The analysis is based on the "3+1" formula-
tion of general relativity (Arnowitt, Desner and Misner 1962) whereby the
Maxwell equations, and particle equations of motion may be written in a
form which resembles closely their Newtonian counterparts.
Ho1comb et al. (1989) reproduce the standard linear results of small am-
plitude waves for a warm plasma, using the general relativistic equations.
The solution is far from trivial, however. The space-time is expanding, and
one cannot make the usual assumption of plane wave dependence for the am-
plitudes, since the cosmological wave must decay in time and its frequency
must redshift. Ho1comb et al. (1989) find that acoustic oscillations obey a
dispersion relation with a form identical to the Newtonian case . Interesting
is the fact that the sound speed is constant in time even for an expanding
background. The plasma wave dispersion relation is modified by a relativis-
tic enthalpy term, and it is found that the frequencies of the fundamental
oscillations decay, due to the expansion of the background.
Further applications of this Cosmological Plasma theory would be partic-
ularly relevant to the study of matter fluctuations in the early Universe, as
well as the quark-gluon plasma believed to exist in the very early Universe.
Pertaining to the older Universe, the inclusion of dust particles could simu-












where Zj = ~.
The expanded form of the densities , velocities and electrostatic potential
is given by
N e + Enjel + E2nje2 + E3nje3 + ...
€Ujc1 + €2 U j c2 + €3 U j c3 + . . .
€</h + E2</J2 + E3</J3 + ...
(A.5)
Equations (A.l) may be written in terms of an exponential power series
n eh = Ns; (1 + </J + ~</J2 + if</J3 + ) ,
nph = Nh (1 - </J + ~ </J2 - ~ </J3 + ) ,
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(A.6)
so that (AA) becomes
0
2
<p (1 3 1 5 ) '"ox2 = 2Nh <p + 3! <P + 51 <p +.. . - 7 Zjn jc'
Employing the stretched variables (Verheest 1988)
~ = E (x - Vt) , T = E3Vt ,
implies the transformation
e 0 0 0 3 0
Ox = Eo( ot = -EV o~ + E V OT '
so that equations (A.2) , (A.3) and (A.7) become
8njc 3 8njc 0 ( )





OUjc 3 OUjc 8Ujc 3Tc onjc o<p
-EV O~ + E V 8T + UjcE O~ + N; Enjc{jf = -ZjE 8~ '
2 0
2
<p (1 3 1 5 ) '"
E 0~2 = 2Nh <p + 3! <P + 5! <P + .. . - ~ Zjn jc'
J
With expanded quantities (A.5) , equations (A.8) , (A.9) and (A.10) be-
(A.13)
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Solving order by order in E, we have from (A.ll)
a (E2) - v 8 n j cl N 8Ujcl = 08~ + c 8~ ,
which is, through integration,
(A.14)
a(E3) v8njC2 N 8Ujc2 . 8Ujcl . 8njcl - 0- 8~ + C 8~ + nJcl 8~ + UJc1 8~ - ,
that is,
From (A.12) we have
a (E2) _ V 8Ujc1 3Tc 8njc1 __ Z .8(Pt
8~ + N; 8~ - J 8~ ,




a (4) V 8 U j c1 v 8Uj e3 + 0 ( ) + ffi 8 nje3 + .IT<:. 0 ( )
E OT - O~ o~ Ujc1U j c2 N e of. N ; 8f. njc1n jc2
- -Z·!!!b· .
- J of. '
(A.13) gives
a (EO) ~j z.«, = 0;
a(E) 2Nh cPl - ~j Zjnjc1 = 0;






o (c3) 8;€~1 = 2Nh4Y3 + !ff-4Y~ - Lj Zjnjc3. (A.23)
We obtain the relationship between njc1 and Ujc1 from (A.14) as
(A.24)
Substituting (A.24) into (A.17) gives expressions for njc1 and Ujc1 respec-
tively, in terms of 4Yl
ZjNc




Ujc1 = V2 ~ 3T
c
4Yl.
(A.25) into (A.21) gives
which, for 4Yl =1= 0, gives the small k linear dispersion relation
where V =~.




Ne' (A.18): -VN CUjc2 + ~NCU;c1 + 3Tcn j c2 + -Htn;c1 = -ZjNc4Y2,
gives




Using this expression for njc2 in equation (A.22) gives
[
ZJ Nc] " 3 ZJ N c (V
2 +Tc) 2 _ D
2Nh - V2 _ 3T
c
cP2 - ~ 2 (V2 _ 3T
c




To obtain an expression for Ujc2 in terms of cP we follow a similar proce-
dure. Rearranging (A.18), and substituting (A.25), (A.26) and (A.28) gives
Vu' - ~Z2 [ V
2 + 3Tc 9Tc (V
2
+ Tc) ] 2 Z . [1 3Tc ]
Jc2 - 2 j (V2 _ 3T
c
)2 + (V2 _ 3T
c
)3 cP1 + J + (V2 - 3Tc) cP2l
(A.3D)
which gives
U . = Z~ V (V
2 + 9Tc) 2 Z . V
Jc2 J 2 (V2 _ 3T
c
)3 cP1 + J (V2 _ 3Tc) cP2.
Now rearranging (A.16) such that
8Ujc3 8njc1 8njc3 8 ( ) 8
N C7ff: = - V~ +Var- - 8~ njc1Ujc2 - 8~ (njc2 ujcd ,
and substituting the subsequent expression for O~t into N c · (A.19):
8Ujc1 8Ujc3 8 ( ) 8njc3 3Tc 8




= -ZjNc 8~ ,
gives
( V
2 - 3T) onie3 - N VOUjcl + V 2 0nicl + V 0 ( + )
c of. - c or or of. njc1Ujc2 njc2Ujc1 (A.31)
+Ncge (Ujc1
Ujc2) +~ gf. (njc1 njc2) + ZjNc~t-
Substituting (A.25) and (A.26) into (A.31) gives the expression for njc3 in
terms of cP, Ujc2 and njc2
Onje3 2Z NeV 2 !!!El + 2Z NeV !!!El + 2Z NeV ,./, OUje2---ar- = i (V L3Te)2 or i (V L3Te)2 Ujc2 of. j (VL3Te)2 'f'1 oe
Z . (V
2
+3Te) .!!!h Z. (V2+3Te) Onje2 Ne!!!b.+ J (V2-3Te)2 n Jc2 of. + J (VL3Te)2 cP1 ---ar- + Zj (V2-3Te) of. .
(A.32)
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We may now substitute (A.28) and (A.3D) into Zr (A.32), summing over i ,
to obtain an expression for njc3 in terms of cP only
We obtain another expression for njc3 by taking the derivative with respect
to ~ of (A.23)
(A.34)
Equating (A.33) and (A.34) we may obtain an expression in terms of flit ,
8 (A. A.) 8cP~ iJ!P.l d 83</>1 Th ffici t f ~ .
8~ 'f'1 'f'2 , er ' 8T an 8~· e coe cien 0 8~ IS
since this is just the dispersion relation (A.27) . The coefficient of ~ (cPl cP2) is
for Zj = ~ for j = e, p. The coefficient of ~ is
The coefficient of~ is
Thus we are left with an equation of the form
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in cPl only. This is the modified KdV equation (Watanabe 1984; Verheest
1988) where A = ~, and
and B = !!., where
a
Expanding the summations for a and b we obtain
B = 3Nc(5V4+ 30TcV2+ 9T;) - Nh(V2 - 3Tc)5 (V2 - 3Tc)2
3(V2 - 3Tc)5 4NcV2
Substituting V 2 = ~ + 3Tc from (A.27) gives
( Ne)4 -15 (&)2 -180NeT _ 432T2B = _ Nh Nh Nh c c
12 (Ne + 3T) (&)3Nh c Nh
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Appendix B
Physical root of cool species
density
Regarding equation (3.68)
1'2 (:!c- 1) + 3T, (~; - 1) ~ -2Z;o/,
in the limit as T; ---7 0 we obtain an expression for n;c
2 N;
nj c = (1 _ 2~~<t>r (B.1)
The generalized form of (3.69) and (3.70) is as follows
n~c = N; [(JL2 - 2Zj c/J + 3Tc) ± J(JL2 - 2Z j c/J + 3Tc)2 - 12JL2Tc] (B.2)6Tc
It must follow then that taking the limit as T; ---7 0 in equation (B.2) it
should reduce to (B.1). Applying L'Hospital's rule (Spiegel 1974), differen-
tiation of numerator and denominator with respect to Tc yields
n2 = N; (1 ± (JL2 - 2Zj c/J + 3Tc ) - 2JL2 )
JC 2 J (JL2 - 2Z j c/J + 3Tc )2 - 12JL2Tc .
As T; ---7 0 this becomes
n~ = N; ((JL2 - 2Zj c/J ) ± (-2Zj c/J - JL2))
JC 2 (JL2 - 2Zj c/J ) ,
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which reduces to (B.1) only if the negative root is applied. Thus we may
discard the positive root as spurious.
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Appendix C
Condition for a stationary rest
point at cP == 0
We follow the method of (Baboolal, Bharuthram & Hellberg 1990) to yield
a lower limit for /1. For solitons we require
(C.1)
implying that there exists a stationary rest point at cfy = O. Since
8V(cfy,/1)








At </> = 0 equation (CA) becomes
noting that
(J-L2 + 3Te )2 - 12J-L2Te = (J-L2 - 3Te?




8</>2 - h + J-L2 - 3Tc ·






Solving for J-L this yields the condition
1/2 > N e + 3T
r' Nh e
J-L > V,





pseudo-particle at cP cPo
We follow the method of Chen (1984) , and note that for reflection of the
pseudo-particle we require
V(</> ,J.L) > 0 for some </> > </>00
2
Since </>max = if (for T; -+ 0) is the largest valid value for </>, V (</>max) > 0
must be true for reflection.
Now
and the cool species ' density reduces to
Ne
nje = ./1 _ z .24> '
V J J.L2
for T; -+ 0 (cf. equation (B.1) ). Thus we have
and
1
104> npe(</>', J.L )d</>' = - NeJ.L2 (1 _~~) 2 + NeJ.L2 •
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or
Thus V (cPmax) becomes
~2 ~2
V(2) = 2Nh(1- cosh 2) - V2Nc~2 + 2Nc~2 > 0
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